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SANTA FE, N.M., FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14. 1906.
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Reapportionment

Testimony was taken today before
Justice of the Pence Jose Ma. Garcia
In the mutter of the contest proceedings Instituted hy Thomas 11. Catron
to the seat of Eplnienio A. Mlera In
the council of the .'!7th Legislative Assembly from the Sixth council district composed of Santa Fe and Sandoval counties. The evidence introduced was based on the notice of
contest as filed by Mr. Catron.
Miera Filed Formal Objection to
Proceedings.
Attorney George W. Prlchard, who
appeared as counsel for Mr. Miera.
filed a formal objection to the taking
of testimony. He protested first because the matter and things complained of are principally questions of
law. secondly because the allegations
were not proper grounds of contest,
thirdly that the notice of contest admits that the contestee received a majority of the legal voles cast, and
fourthly for the reason that, the said
notice of contest Is in other respects
Insufficient.
Mr. Catron appeared as his own
counsel and examined the witnesses
Probate Clerk Marcos
summoned.
Castillo of Santa Fe County was the
first witness called to the stand, and
on account of the documents involved,
lie was examined in the probate
clerk's office at the court house. After Mr. Castillo had been excused
from testifying further, adjournment
was taken to the office of Attorney
Charles F. Easley, who was present in
capacity of notary public at the request of Captain E. C. Abbott, whose
Beat In the House of Representatives
Baca
Is being rtntested by Esquli-'.'lon the same grounds as advanced by
y
Mr. Catron.
Mr. Castillo's testimony was mainly
with reference to the filing of certain
certificates and letters In the probate
clerk's office by David M. White,
chairman of the Republican County
Central Committee of Santa Fe
County. One was the certificate of
the alleged Republican ticket, containing the names of T. B. Catron as
candidate for the council and Esqui-pulBaca as candidate for the House
Mr. Castillo reof Representatives.
fused to recognize this certificate and
It was returned to Mr. White. These
documents have been Introduced by
Mr. Catron as exhibits in the contest
proceedings.
Miera Says That He Was Legally
Elected.
Jn Mr. Mora's answer to the notice
of contest lie contestee declares that
he was legally elected to the office of
councilman, and avers that he was the
only regulnr Republican nominee in
the two counties for the office. The
answer covers five typewritten pages
and subjoined to it is the notice of his
nomination filed with the probate
clerk, signed by Charles A. Wheelon,
chairman, and M. C. de Baca, secretary, of the district convention held at
Las Vegas. He recites that the
of the Territory for legislative purposes as made by Governor
Hagerman was declared to be legal by
the court when the contestant applied
for a writ of Injunction, and that, the
judgment of the court is final,
from and unreversed, and that
any action by the Legislative Assembly to the contrary would be
a

1

unap-peale-

Charges Violation of Election Laws.
Mr .Mlera in his answer charges
the contestant with violating the election laws with reference to the tampering of ballots. The sections referring to alleged frauds is as follows:
"Contestee alleges that tlie probate clerk of Santa Fe County caused
his name to be printed In the Republican ballots of said county and refused to print the name of contest-unit- ,
T. B. Catron therein, and he avers
that the regular RepuMican ballots
so lawfully ami properly printed were
defaced, altered and changed by the
Republican Central Committee, its
agents and servants at the instance
and request, of this contestant and by
his collusion and connivance by pasting the .pasters on which were printed th name of T. B. Catron over the
name of this contestee, E. A. Miera,
and that the Republican ballots thus
changed, altered and defaced were
distributed among the voters on the
The 6th day
day of lection
of November, 1906, by the workers of
the Republican Central Committee of
said Santa (Fe County.
"That a very large number of the
votes received by contestant in said
Santa Fe County,
1,000 votes
were secured for him by representing
to tile voters that he was the regular
Republican condldate for the Legislative Council of the 37th Legislative
Assembly of the Territory' of New
In truth and fact,
Mexico, whereas
contestant was never nominated by
any Republican convention composed
of 'delegates from the two counties of
Santa F and Sandoval composing the
Sixth Council District. That said ballots so altered and defaced were false,
Illegal and 'fraudulent ballots,, by
t:

t,

Territory Might Be Admitted Singly
and Arizona Annexed to Nevada.
The question of separate statehood
for Xew Mexico is being agitated fa
the National Capital and In, local circles and separate statehood for the
Sunshine Territory is gaining ground.
The following recent dispatch from
the Washington correspondent of the
New York Commercial shows which
way the wind blows:
"The question of statehood for
New Mexico and Arizona is again beginning to worry the Congressional
mind; but there Is small 'chance that
It. will so far
agitate the statesmen
as to get action In the near future.
Last session Congress provided that
New Mexico and Arizona should be
admitted as a joint state if each
would cast a majority of votes for
the proposal. New Mexico did; Arizona did not. So neither can become
a state, and the two together cannot.
"Now it develops that the sixty-sidelegates elected from New Mexico
will meet, despite the failure of the
statehood proposal prepare a constitution, and present to Congress a petition for admission to the Union by
itself. It. wiill be urged that New
Mexico has always stood for statehood cn any basis It was obtainable.
It was for joint statehood when Congress favored that plan; now it asks
separate statehood.
"If New Mexico should be taken In
as a separate state, it would probably
be many years before Arizona would
have the population and development
to entitle it. to entrance, But it is
suggested now to let New Mexico
come in by itself, and to permit Arizona to be annexed to Nevada. This
would not be open to the objections
which Arizona people made to Jointure
with New Mlexico. The chief objection to a partnership with New Mexico was that there
were so many
Spanish and 'Mexicans in New Mexico, while the Arizonans are chiefly
original Americans. They would mix
well with the people of Nevada, however, together they would prove a
fair population to justify a state; and
altogether the plan has considerable
to recommend it.
"Considerable interest has lately
been taken In this new phase of the
discussion."
x

BICYCLISTS RACE
ENTIRE NIGHT
Leaders in Contest Still 273 Miles
hind Record Sensational
Spurt.
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The Territorial Irrigation Commissi.mi met today pursuant, to adjournment yesterday. Chairman A. X. Pratt
of Carlsbad,
presiding. The other
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Japanese question and the" California
school problem supplementary to the
treatment of the questions by President Roosevelt in his regular message last week, will be sent to Congress from the White House next
Tuesday. It Is staled authoritatively
that this special message will he more
vigorous in. tone than the former communication ami will not. be calculated
to conl the Indignation of the Califor- ni'ans.

Effects of Message Will Be Far Reaching.

The special message, moreover,
aside from its local application, will
be one of the most notable and important communications in the entire
list, of those sent to Congress by the
executive. It will bring to a
direct issue, the centralization scheme
of the government which is likely to
form a climax of this endeavor on
The
the .part of the administration.
administration is about to take advanced ground regarding the doctrine
cf federal supremacy over state sov
'
ereignty.
State
Over
of
Federal
Supremacy
Power.
The Japanese truest ion raised In
connection, with the school system ol
California has supplied the opiKirtunl-tto give forcible expression to a
mighty scheme of centralisation that
It is
is to be perfected if possible.
not nossiblo to forecast in detail what
the President will say in his second
a the Jairanese question.
his message, which it
Aeemnnan'vlng
is understood will lie an explanation
of the administration's projected poii-cas to supreme federal control over
state power, will be a report of the
special investigation of the San Franmade by
cisco Bchool question
Secretary of Ijabor and Commerce
Metcalf. Regardless of the nature of
this report, the President will adhere
vigorously to the position taken hy
him in the regular message.
Japanese Badly Treated in California.
. As to Metcalf's report It has been
learned that its author found much
to condemn in the matter cf the treatment of the Japanese outside of tlie
school question.
Unions Tyrannize Japanese Working-men- .
tire-sen-

y

14. The contestNew York, Dec.
ants in the six days' bicycle race
were still grinding out the laps in a
mechanical manner this morning, after an eventful night. The .positions
are unchanged according to the official score, although many spectators
believed that Stol and George had
been lapped after a sensational sprint
it 3 o'clock. The spurt was started
by Walthour and Bedell who were
smarting under the decision rendered
earHer in the evening when the spill
robbed them of a lap they had nearThe score of the leading
ly won.
II will show, it is understood, that
teams at. 7 o'clock was 1,723 miles and
union tyranny over the Japanlabor
six laps, 273 miles behind the record.
ese which affects the rights held to
in
be theirs by the treaty, prevail
even a more pronounced maimer than
BOLD ROBBERY
anything connected with the school
OF PAWN SHOP embroglio.
Matters of this nature in
Metcalf's report, will furnish the key
Three Men Bound Proprietor and Se- lor the many arguments to be adcured $8,000 Worth of
vanced by the President in his rue
Jewelry.
sage.
AcShepard Says Democrats Should
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 14. Three men
cept Issue.
,
Edward M.
New York, Dec. 14
today entered the pawn shop of Joseph Sonnenberg, 1305 Douglas Street, Shepard declares that the IVinorratir
bound and gagged the proprietor, party should accept the issue of ilie
Mike Morrissey, his clerk and Frank centralization of power in the fedeihl
Swan, a customer, and filling a suit government made by Secretary Root
;ase with dianioneds and jewelry es- in his address Wednesday night.
"I think the existence of the Democaped. As they went, out of the alley
Samuel Cross, a fireman, tried to cratic party Is more necessary day afstop them and shots were exchanged. ter day," Mr. Shepard said. "And esLater one of the robbers was captured pecially do I think so after considerand the goods partially recovered. He ing this speech of a man who may
gave the name or m jmiiou oi uen-ve- truthfully be called a trained statesThe pawnbroker reported his man, although his idea of what our
total loss at about $8,000.
government should be is abhorent to
me. He proposes as a policy what we
may call the destruction of the state
UTAH RAILROAD
and the complete and final subordinafederal
OFFICIALS SUMMONED tion of inthe state power toThethe fight
of
Washington.
power
this idea
Democratic
the
against
party
AnIn
Federal Court and
To Appear
goes back to the days preceding the
swer to Charges in Inadoption of the federal constitution,
dictment.
and to that we owe the fact that the
federal and consolidated republic was
F.
14.
Dec.
Salt Lake, Utah,
Joseph
established."
Mormon
Smith, president of the
Church and director of the Union Pacific Railroad; W. H. Bancroft, vice
SALOON KILLER
president and general manager of the
Railroad
Line
Short
GETS LIFE SENTENCE
Oregon
Company,
and .Tames M. Moore, general agent of
the Union Pacific Coal Company, have Max Miller of El Paso, Who Shot
been served with summons requiring
J. F, Turley, to Prison for
them to appear in a federal court and
99 Years.
answer to charges of unlawful dis
crimination set, forth In the grand
El Paso, Dec. 14. Max Miller, the
jury Indictments returned one week saloon keeper who shot and killed J.
ago. The three men summoned are F. Turley. a railroad man, was today
the highest officials in Utah of the found guilty and sentenced to ninety-nin- e
Milthree Indicted corporations.
years In the penitentiary.
ler found his wife In a saloon and acmeans of which divers and sundry cused her of buying drinks for Turley
voters were deceived, and that the and other men. When Turley denied
distribution of such ballots was decep the charge, Miller deliberately shot
tive and fraudullent and in. violation him while he crouched behind the ba;
of law and said ballots should not foe pleading for bis life and stating that
counted for contestant for the reason he was unarmed.
that the isame are In violation of the
provisions of the election law of New LACKAWANNA GRANTS
Mexico, being chapter 127 of the Jaws
DEMANDS OF TRAINMEN
of 1905; and for the further reason
that the name of contestant appears
Scranton, , Dec. 14. The Lackaon said ballot for more than one of wanna Railroad today anounced that
for'' member of the con tbe demands of its conductors and
fice,
stitutional convention and for member trainmen have been satisfactorily adof the Council in the 37th Legislative justed.
They are given liberal advances in wages and a ten hour day,
Assembly."

New
Bi'iunior

14.
Dee.
Professor
Matthews of the Columbia
University, chairman of the executive
committee of the simplified spelling
board, declined to comment last night
on Roosevelt's action yesterday afternoon regarding tho House representation and new spelling.
President Rescinds Spelling
Representative
called on the President regarding reformed spelling, and the President
agreed to withdraw his order to the
public printer in case the House would
go on record against the system. Aca
cord In Sly Mr. Lnndls Introduced
resolution favoring the old method
and the House passed It unanimously.
Professor Matthews Says New System
h Gaining Friends.
Professor Matthews sitid he had refused to comment on the President's
oriigina.l order and must refuse to
criticise the President's action now.
He stated however, that the system
of reformed spelling was daily gaining friends in both this country and
in England.

York,

Order-Yesterda-

I). C, Dec. 11.
The
adopted the following
amendment to the constitutional convention and Judicial
appropriation
bills providing Hint on and after
March 4. 1!)07, the compensation of
the speaker of the House of Representatives and the vice president of tho
Culled States shall be $12,lniO each.
An Hinendtnent was also adopted increasing the salaries of cabinet mem
hers to $12.00(1 each, effective after

Washington,

House

today

'
March 4, lliOV.
$7,500 Per Arnum for Congressmen.
Representative Lift alter also offered

an amendment Increasing the salaries
of Senators and Representatives to
$7,B00 per annum, "which compensa
tion Khali lie In lieu of all other allowances except the actual Individual
traveling expenses from their homes
to the seat of government and return
b
the most direct route, only once
tor each session."
House Would Not Increase Pay of
Own Members.
A late dispatch say that on a yea
it ii d nay vote lite House refused to increase the salaries of Its members.
The vote was: Yea, 107: Xay, ISS.
House Is Done With Reform Spelling.
JOHN F. WIELANDY
What will probably be the last act
IS NO MORE of the House on the subject of simpli-liespelling occurred today when on
Former Resident of Santa Fe and 'notion of Mr. Tawney. chairman of
Prominent Horticulturist, Dead
the committee on appropriation! for
in Missouri.
the House without debate, It. struck
out. of the legislative executive and ju
News has been received in Santa Fe dicial bill, a provision relative to spell- of the death of John F. Wielnndy, a lug. This action wits taken because
former well known resident, of Santa of the promise of the President to
and at one time state honicultu:
voke his' order to the public primer
1st of Missouri.
Mr. V'ielandy din' and the consequent, adoption of yes- on December
at St. .lames, Missoui yterday's resolution on tbe subject
The deceased lived In litis city
about ten or twelve years. He established the fruit ranch near he city, MELITON GARCIA
which was purchased from him about
RELEASED ON BOND
a year ago by David L. Miller. At the
time of his demise he was "C years of Of $5,000 Went on Stand in His Own
age. He was a native of Germany.
Behalf and Told of Shooting
There survive him two sons. Paul J.
Barrella.
J. Wlelandy and Frank H. Wielnndy,
and Miss Ella Wielnndy. The sons
In the habeas corpus proceedings in
are prominent business men of St. the case of the Territory vs. Meliton
officials of I he Rlaekwell-Wleland- Garcia, which were heard yesterday
Louis,
Rook and Stationery Com- before
Judge John It. McFle, on the
pany.
question of having (he defendant adMr. Wlelandy left this city soon af- mitted to ball, the court assented and
ter disposing of his fruit ranch. He fixed the bond at $5,000.
went from here to Corpus Ciiristl.
Garcia went on the stand In his
Texas. From there he removed to St. own behalf and related the circum.lames.
stances leading lo the killing by him
He was an authority on matters of Pedro Uanella. He
acknowledged
horticultural and was a frequent con 'having been intoxicated at the time of
tributor lo newspapers and horticul the fatal affray and asserted that, he
tural magazines.
shot In self defense. When asked how-ihappened that he was carrying a
revolver he slated that he was on his
DEATH BEAT
way lo his sheep camp and had the
SPECIAL TRAIN weaixm for protection. He stated that
he had come to town on the morning
Railroad Man Rode Mile a Minute to following the election and intended reFind His Wife Had
turning after purchasing some salt
for the sheep and other supplies.
Died.
After making his purchases he said
14.
Division he began drinking and was drunk
Tucson. Xi'it., Dec.
Superintendent McGovein of the Tuc- when he entered the saloon in whicti
son division of the Southern Pacific the tragedy occurred. His testimony
Railroad made a record breaking iin was In conflict with that of the oilier
recently from Ei Paso to this city to witnesses in regard to the circumreach the bedside of his dying wife. stances following after the two men
At El Paso he received a telegram sprang to their feet from the gaming
notifying him that his wife had been table. He denied having been shoved
stricken with paralysis and was in a behind the stove or shifting his gun
precarious condition. He sped west- from his right hand to the left and
ward on a special train at a mile a shooting from back of the stove.
Flavio Gonzales was the only other
minute clip but his wife was dead bewitness examined yesterday afterfore he reached Tucson. Mrs.
had been in poor health ever noon besides the defendant. He testisince she came to this city two years fied to havhig been In the saloon when
the quarrel between the two men beago.
gan, but stated that be ran outside
when he saw that a gun play was ImKING OSCAR
minent, Fermln Velasquez and Jose
the two witnesses exSLIGHTLY BETTER Julian 'Duran.
pected on the afternoon train from
Qitfista, did not come,,
Temperature 100 and Pulse Irregular
But Able to Sleep and Not
DIPTHfTUA EPIDEMIC
Coughing Severely.
Ef .DS AT SAN JUAN
Stockholm, Dec. 14. King Oscar's
condition shows considerable Improvement today. Towards noon the fol- Efficient and Prompt Use of Antitoxin
and Formaldyhide Prevented
"King
lowing bulletin was Issued:
Further Spread of Disease.
Oscar passed a quiet night, slept six
Tbe epidemic of diptheria which
hours only, coughed a little and had a
caused five deaths In the San Juan
temperature of 100. His pulse Is still
Pueblo recently has' been entirely
Irregular, but there Is no Increase of
The patient's wiped out according to a report rephlegm in his lungs.
ceived by Superintendent Clinton J.
general condition is fairly satisfacCrandall at the United States Indian
tory."
Training School south of the Capital.
The prompt work of Dr. M. S. Murphy
CARLSBAD SHROPSHIRE
of Espanola, who had charge of the
LAMBS PRIZE WINNERS cases, in the use of antitoxin and forCarlsbad, N. M., Dec. 14. At the In- maldyhide despite the opposition of
ternational Livestock show in Chicago the Indians, effectively stopped tbe
recently fifty Shropshire Jambs owned spreading of the disease. Tbe Indian
by the Belles Livestock Company of police have raised the quarantine
this place were awarded first prize about the Pueblo which has been In
for age, weight and general merits. effect for a month.
The prize winning lambs averaged
ninety-threpounds and were bought TEA KETTLE EXPLODED
at 10 cents by the C. W. Hammond
BURNING ROSWELL WOMAN.
Company of Chicago,
Roswell, X. M.. Dec. 14HMrs. O. D.
HERO OF PORT ARTHUR
Pool of this place was severely burned
THROWN Ff'.OM HORSE a few days ago when a tea kettle on
Tokio, Dec. 14, General Nogl, the A stove in her home blew up. She
Japanese commander who captured wai bending over the stove preparing
Port Arthur, was thrown from his the noonday meal at the Urn.
horse today and his condition arouses
New Mexican advertisers get trade.
grave apprehension.
re-F- e

I

t

.

e

LAW A FAILURE

to Be Asked,

V'

members present, were Arthur Selig-nuiand David ,f. While, of Santa Ke,
James K. 'McCarthy of Karmlngtou,
and Higinlo Chaves of Poralta. Commissioner of Public Lands
A. A.
Keen, was at. his post as
sec
retary.
Lil.tile was done at today's session
excepting the transaction of routine
business Slldl as llle lillrllti'nir nt an
counts, ijjie meeting adjourned this
afternoon whTrenpon tlw committee
appointed lo draft a new Irrigation
law was organized.
This committee
has been authorized to meet from day
to day until Che bill which it Is pro
posed to have enacted Into law at the
coming session of the Legislative
Assembly bus been completed.
Attorney Charles F. Easley appeared before the commissioners yesterday and submitted the formal application of II. C. Abhotit for the location and selection of .'I.L'Stt acres of
land on behalf of the Territory, located in township 25 north, ranges
and 2." east.. lie requested that
this be substituted for the application which has been pending before
the Territorial Irrigation Commission
for some lime and not yet passed upon, and that, the rate offered per acre
has been changed from 4
cents, as
stated in the original application, to

Colquitt Tells Members Constitutional Convention.
IHE

HEPBURN

BILL

RATE

Might Satisfy People Under
Certain Conditions Roosevelt's Successor.

Guthrie, Okla., Dee. I. In addressing the Oklahoma constitutional convention this morning, Hon. Oscar U.
Coltiuitt, a member of the Texas
Commission, declared that while
the Texas Railroad Commission act is
a good law the railroad ralte regulation
in Texas has been a failure
except in
producing uniformity, and he quoted
Mr. Miiyfield of the same commission
as acknowledging that it had been "almost" a failure.
Roosevelt a Forerunner for Mr.
Bryan.
Commending ihe efforts of President,
Roosevelt, Mr. Colipiltt said if strong
men were kept, on the Interstate Commerce Comnt'.;sion and the courts did
not nullify their work, the Hepburn
rate bill might satisfy the people. Otha cemls.
At yesterday's session Ihe secre- erwise he believed Mr. Roosevelt
be the "forerunner for Mr.
would
tary also siihinit'led lo the board a
Hryan."
communication from 'the commissioner of public lands transmititing the First Texan to Declare Law a Failure
Mr, Colipiltt was an advocate of
application received from Hon. If. O.
Iturstim in proper form for the loca- railroad regulation in Texas when the
tion and selection of land on behalf cause was championed by the late
of the Territory of (1,210 acres
of Governor Hogg. Ho Is the first promin public 111',, in Texas to
land in Socorro County stating that inent man
it has been a failure through
if said application met with favorable declare
consideration he would lie pleased to President Roosevelt.
recommend to the i'nltod States Land
Commission the selection of said land FRENCH CATHOLICS
as being valuable land for the TerriCONTINUE WORSHIP
tory to acquire and own in years to
come.
On motion

It was decided that all
applications pending for the location
and selection of land be deferred until the next meeting In order to allow the secretary ample lime In which
to prepare an abstract of all applications as heretofore authorized. The
following resolution was then adopted:
"Inasmuch as there is doubt, as 10
whether this board has any authority
to act in the recommendation of the
selection of land for leasing purposes
granted to the Territory by act of
Congress of June 21, 18IIS, .for tbe improvement of the Rio Grande In Xew
Mexico, and for water reservoirs for
irrigation purposes that any action on
the part of this board be deferred until
Its next regular meeting, and that the
secretary of this board be and hereby
is instructed to request an opinion
from the Honorable Attorney General
of New Mexico on the point.- Involv
ed."
The following is the financial statement of tilie Territorial Irrigation
Commission as submitted yesterday
by Secretary Keen:
IJa'lance on hand as shown by the
minifies of the meeting ,of June 15,
1905, to credit of water reservoirs for
fund,
purposes, Income
irrigation
$2.fiftl.10.

Tess vouchers n uin hers 24 to 30,
inclusive, ordered paid at meeting of
June 15. 1905, $685.7:1. Total. $2,205.37.
Iess vouchers drawn by David M.
White, territorial irrigation engineer.
and on file with and paid by the ter
ritorial auditor, from June 30th to
Inclusive,
30th, 11)05.
September
$1,159.44. Total $1,045.93.
Less ten per cent of all moneys de
rived from lands granted to the Territory of Xew Mexico for water reservoirs for Irrigation purposes and for
the improvement of the Rio Grande
in Xew Mexico, credited to the "Elephant Butte Water rsers' Association
ef Xevy Mexico," in accordance with
chapter 57, Laws of 1905, from
March 13, 1905. $159.30. Total $S8G.B3.
Amount deiosited with Territorial
Auditor by the Commissioner of Public Lands.

$793.
Amount on hand lo credit of water

reservoirs for irrigation purposes, income fund, $1,079.03.
Amount on hand to credit of water
reservoirs for irrigation purpose, permanent fund, $00.
Improvement of the Rio Grande in
Xew Mexico, income fund, $02.82.
improvement of Rio Grande In Xew
Mexico, permanent, fund. $1,982.84.
The secretary staled that there was
on file fwith file No. 00.) cashier's
check of tlits First. National Rank of
aula Fe, No. 0700, $200.

Kail-roa-

Arbitrary Law Government
Not Close Churches No
Disturbances Likely to Occur.

Despite

Does

Paris, Dec. 14. The first day of
the regime of the separation of the
church and tbe state passed without
grave disorders. Public interest in
the details of the continuance of the
It m
struggle Is already flagging.
now apparent that the resistance of
the clergy will be purely passive and
that there is no prospect of religious
the
passions being aroused unless
churches are closed. The government
is therefore resting on its oars and
will continue to do so until parliament
authorizes the drastic measures which
are now being prepared by the cabinet. In the meantime, in this city.
except In the churches where legal
application was filed, the police again
look notes of the Infraction of the
law at tbe morning masses.

MANY GUNS

LITTLE AMMUNITION
Mason Says
BattleRear Admiral
ships Make No Provision for Supply of Projectiles.
14.
Dec.
Declaring
Washington,
that, iri the design of vessels of bat-

tle the space and weight assigned to
ammunition bas been so restricted
hat the ammunition on board, under
certain conditions of battle would be
expended in less than an hour, Rear
Admiral Mason, chief of the bureau of
ordnance, In his annual report, urges
the building of two vessels of considerable size, one for the Atlantic
and one for the Pacific coast, devoted
exclusively to the carriage of ammunition and slates that ultimately one of
these vessels should be with each
fleet.

REBEL LEADER

KILLS HIMSELF
When Taken Prisoner by Government
Troops of Ecuador Used
a Pistol.
Guaynull, Ecuador, Dec. 14. When
General Paez and the government
troops were entering Cuenca today
with the rebels captured at the battle
of Ayancay, a mob tried to rescue the
prisoners, whereupon the troops fired
and dispersed the mob. As the troops
fired. Colonel Vega, the rebel leader,
who was among the captured, drew a
revolver and killed himself. The conservatives say Vega was assassinated
by the government, troops.

TODAY'S NEWS SERVICE
TO REMEDY
CAR SHORTAGE
Convention of Shippers and Receivers Called to Convene in
Chicago.
Chicago,

Till..

Dec.

14.

A

conven-

and receivers has
tion of shipiK-rbeen called to meet here on January
4th to devise some means for remedying the car shortage which is an
annual occurrence
during the fall
months. A week ago the lumber Interests in Chicago got together and
communicated by mail with one
big lumber oiwrators of the
country asking their advice upon the
matter. Answers haw been received
of these communicafrom eighty-fivtions 'and in each ease the reply favored the bringing of the shippers together to endeavor to remedy the
evil.
.
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Page 1. Catron Miera Contest
Case; Federal Over State Power;
Reform Spelling is Abolished; Cabinet
Members $12,000 Per Annum; TexTeleas Railroad Law a Failure
graph and Local News.
Page 2.- Editorial.
Page 3. Xew Mexico Happenings
for Counties of
Luna.
Torrance;
Otero, Grant, San Juan. Lincoln and
Roosevelt; Hotel Arrivals.
Page 4. Personal Mention.
Page 5. Minor City Topics.
Page 6. Cattle Receipts Kansas
City; Scarlet Fever in Bisbee; Republicans Control Town of Tucson;
Runaway Couple Married at Bstancia.
Page 7. New Mexican's
Dally
Short Story.
S.
Minor City Topics and PerPage
sonal 'Mention Continued; Market Re.
ports By Wire; Official Matters; Telegraphic and Local News; Local
Weather Forecast,
;
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THE NEW CLERK OF THE FIFTH
DISTRICT.
Judge William H. Pope, presiding
judge of the Fifth Judicial District,
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
THE NEW MEXICAN
composed of the counties of Chaves,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.
MAX. FROST, Editor.
the right
Eddy and Roosevelt, did
tiling at the right time in the appointment of Samuel I, Roberts, of
Entered aa Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofllce.
Carlsbad, to be clerk of the court, vice
Caul M. Bird, deceased. Mr. Roberts
4.00
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six months, by mall
has been a resident of Carlsbad for
$ .25 Dally, three months, by mail..., 2.00
Dally, per week, by carrier
seventeen years; he is a businessman
2.00
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
of excellent reputation, a citizen of
1.00
75 Weekly, six month
Dally, per month, by mall
high standing, a public spirited man
75
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, one year, by mall
and a true and staunch Republican
wfio has done yeoman service for his
The New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
In that stronghold of the. unter-rilleparly
h
a
circulation
In
m
and
nd
Territor.
the
growing
'nre
very postoiflce
Texas and South Carolina Dem
tmong the intelligent and progressive peopie ui me Southwest.
ocracy in New Mexico. He has also
had the necessary experience fully to
qualify liim for the Important posi
tion, having served as deputy district
court clerk for Eddy County fctr a
number of years, All in all, Judge
I'ope coii'ld not. have made a better
BE
A CONSTITUTION SHOULD
jority for Rinley. (MHMi votes; liMM, selection and the NeX Mexican gladFORMULATED.
Andrews, Republican, 22,:iil.ri votes; Iv makes this record.
The arguments against the holding Money, Democrat, 17,12.", votes; Ku.ley
of a constitutional convention all re- bolting Reupubliean, "villi voles; YV. THE NEW MEXICO INHERITANCE
LAWS.
solve themselves to these two points: S. l.iuulon, Socialist, Hi:! votes; maThe laws of Inheritance of the Tor
"It costs money to hold a constitu- jority for 'Andrews, !..ri!H) voi.es; pluran argument ality for Andrews over '.Money fijxu ritotv of New .Mexico are a mixture
tional
convention,"
of fetulalistic Ideas and more modern
which applies as well to any other votes.
These figures give the lie direct notions, with no attempt at harmonkind of convention, party, church or
resocial, and "that It will do no good to the assertions of the Fakir .Journal izing these two tendencies. The Into hold a constitutional convention," that 10.000 majority has been the av- sult is a contradictory, indefinite,
an argument which can also lie erage Republican strength in the complete jumble of provisions that
or add to
urged against the holding of any oth- Sunshine Territory for years past do no inspire confidence 11
opens the
er kind of convention, for an argu- Delegate Andrews was nominated the security of property.
ment of that kind is as hard to dis- unanimously by a convention chosen way to fraud and injustice and there
prove as it is to prove it, for it offers by fair means in honestly conducted is more justification to the utterance
no definite basis for any contention primaries by a great majority of the that "New Mexico Is a good enough
as it all depends upon the point or Republican voters of the Territory. As country to live in but a bad country
in Iternalillo in which to die," than Is generally
view. Any one can say: "There is no far as the condition
use holding a legislative session and County is concerned, it was pretty acknowledged. The coming legislanone ought to be held because the much a case of the put calling Hie tive assembly in providing for a rekettle black, and everybody who Is vision of the statutes of the Territory
money might be saved."
Against these specious arguments acquainted with the situation there would be Justified In taking this siep,
can be set the more definite conten- and desires to be fair, knows this to if there were not other reason than
tions that the Territory of New (Me- be a fact. Without, the Bernalillo to provide a new and modern code
lint as it
xico has elected at some trouble and County delegation, Delegate Andrews of the laws on inheritance,
some expense to itself and to Indi- would have been nominated by an ov- Is, revision Is not only needed but abdemanded of every part of
represenviduals, a body of sixty-sierwhelming majority in the l,as Vegas solutely
tative men, who stand high in their convention. The Heiiialilio County the bulky accumulation of fragmentary
statutes.
respective communities and in their delegation absolutely nit no figure legislation and of
commonwealth, for the purpose of and was nut considered of any imgathering at the city of Santa Fe to portance by the Republican delegates THE "PASTORES" IN SANTA FE.
for a pro- on account of the row and spilt In
formulate a constitution
Ober Amtnengaii gathers shekels by
posed state that was to include New the (party there. Figures of the elec- the thousands through its Passion
The fact that Arizona de- tion on November Mil last show con- I'lay, Itayreuih has added ftmie to a
Mexico.
clined to enter in this arrangement, clusively that in the counties where lustrous name by ils musical festidoes not preclude the assembling of them was the greatest difference be- vals and other cities have gained remen for the purpose tween the Republican vole for nom- nown and wealth by some distinctive
these sixty-sifor which they were elected, and inations on county tickets and the can- celebration. Santa Fe might feature
there is pending nt Hi la very day a didate for Delegate to Congress, the the "Pastores" or survivals of the mebill In the U. S. 'Senate providing for charges that were made against the dieval miracle plays. They ought to
the admission of New Mexico as a Delegate's personal and official char- lie advertised far and vyide as one of
state. It can also be urged with con- acter had nothing to do with the case. .he distinctive features of life In this
siderable force that the Republican In Rio Arriba County, for instance, ancient cily and as such would attract
party, which has elected 41 of the where Delegate .Andrews fell 700 and many tourists annually. Of course,
fiG delegates, pledged itself in convenmore votes short of the regular Re Santa Fe must first provide an ade
tion assembled at Las Vegas, to the publican ticket, the fact of the crea- quate auditorium, and should also
holding of such a convention ami that tion of the .leniez forest reserve anil make provision for the systematic
this ipledge induced many people to the charge that 'he was Instrumental
raining asd instruction of players.
vote for statehood who were opposed in Ms creation for the benefit or the The fact, that the "Pastores" are giv-to it in the form offered but favored cattle kings, cost him the voles he
in the Spanish language adds to
single statehood. To break this party lost there to the greatest
degree. their charm, especially if at a formal
pledge without very strong reasons Is This is too well established to be suc- performance ndveriised to the outa breach of faith that the Republican cessfully contra. lioted. In San Miguel side world, the program, gave in
party will rue as a demonstration of County, there is no question that the English the story of the play and the
insincerity of the party on the ques Democratic County und legislative words of the dialogue and songs.
It can also be ticket was
tlon of statehood.
put. into the field simply
urged that the adoption, of a good con- for the purpose of trading in favor of
It is beginning to look brighter for
stitution, ratified by the Legislative l.anazolo on the Delegate vote. This
statehood for the Sunshine
separate
would
Assembly, may and probably
was done and accounts for at least Territory. Immediately after the Noindf.ee Congress "o admit New Mexof the large vote gained vember elections and the defeat of
ico without further formality, and un- by l.arrazolo over Andrews in tint
joint, statehood, the New Mexican reder the most liberal provisions possi- section.
sumed the battle for separate stateof
a
fitness
would
as
it
prove
ble,
These examples can be carried out hood and tor the
dejust rights of the
of
a
self government and
sincerity
and similar reasons sfiown in every
sire that, would refute the charges of one, of tihe few counties in the Terri- Sunshine Territory. Many of the
have joined in the fight
insincerity and unfitness and would tory where the Delegate fell behind newspapers
and the people generally are very
leave Congress no excuse, except that the
regular Republican ticket. These willing. Again, nothing can be lost
of sectionalism, to keep New Mexico are facts
despite the falsehoods, equiv- and much can and would be gained by
efThe
Union
out of the
any longer.
adocations and misrepresentations
persistent, anil strong efforts to obfect of formulating such a constitution vanced
by t)he Albuquerque Fakir tain the
pasfflge of an enabling act
should also have a beneficial effect .Journal.
Any fair minded man at all either during the short session of the
asof
the
the
coming
legislation
upon
acquainted with political conditions present. Congress or during the first
sembly and would be a good advertisein New 'Mexico will so decide even af- session of the (loth Congress. The
Mexico's
New
to
of
the world
ment
ter only a cursory examination of the iron is hot and now Is the time to
desire to be a state and of its voters situation and of
dur!ilt it.
to become citizens.
ing the last campaign and on las!
to
of
The final question
authority
election day.
U. S. Senator Henry M. Teller, ol'
convene this convention can be found
Colorado, in Introducing his bill for
election of these
in the authorized
IN PASSENGER
REDUCTION
in Enabling Act for New Mexico, is
delegates, and if this is deemed inFARES.
again
proving himself a staunch and
of
desire
in
the
general
sufficient, then
The passenger departments of the
Terri-'ory- .
the people for statehood as expressed several Western railroads are getting rue friend of the Sunshine
All
on
the
hough
opposite side
The Conti- together on the question of reducing
nt. the polls last month.
nental Congress did not wait for a call passenger rates. If they do so they hi politics from the dominating party
the Republican will be acting timely and sensibly nnd in the ailniinislraliiin and in Congress,
from King George;
or Democratic parties never wait for the sooner they act the bett"r for all nevertheless, the Senator has done
Mexico and is
a srmnions by the President of the concerned.
The first step in that di- veotimn work for New
His
United States before assembling in rection will be In cost of mileage ready and willing to do more.
national convention. In fact, the books. It is stated from the head- iilM, Is in the night direction and his
last named have no legal standing quarters of many railroads centering agitation of the subject would help
will do great good even should
greater than that of any other body of In Chicago that by so doing they and
be favorably considered
citizens, to get together and nomi- hope" to mollify the public sentiment not the bill
nate any man thej desire for the which Is demanding reductions in luring the present session.
Presidency. If such man is elected, passenger fares. The present 2,000
lie would be as much R esident of the mile book of the Western Passenger
Delegate Andrews may not stand
United Slates as if he had been nom- Association costs $00, a refund of well with ihe voters in Rio Arriba
inated by a convention that had been $19.50 being given for the cover. A County, or with those of Chaves Councalled by the Congress or the Presi- proposition to reduce t he price of he ty, but. thai he has great Influence In
dent of the United 'States, History book to $50 and the refund to $!)..r,0 he Congress of the United States Is
That
shows that more than one common- probably will be adopted at a siieclal clear and a fact nevertheless.
wealth held a constitutional conven- meeting of the mileage bureau next he has made a. first class Delegate is
a constitution and week. It is also proposed to place on only contradicted by the Albuquerque
tion, formulated
adopted it before it became a state sale a 1,000 mile book for $::fl, giving Fakir Journal and a few
and without such a convention having a refund of $5. There has been no South Carolina Democratic sheets In
If there Is a chance
been authorized by Congress. What change in the western mileage book the Territory.
for the passage of the Teller bill for
has been done in other states can be for ten years.
an enabling act for New Mexico,
done in Xew Mexico. In fact, if New
The German Reichstag has shown
Mexico does not hold a constitutionAndrews will be fonnd In tin
al convention under present circum its spirit of independence by refusing front and in the thick of the fray
'
stances, posterity and historians will to grant the government additional serving his .people wrtl and faithfully.
regard It as an evidence of lukewarm-mess- vast sums for colonial experiments,
of faint heartedness, of disgrace. in view of the fact that German
"With the sole qualification thai, all
in Africa has thus far proved parties be treated exactly alike, the
that will bo forever held as a blot
The vote was Chieftain is heartily in favor of the
upon the memory of the present citi a collossal failure.
close but nevertheless, the Reichstag fullest possible investigation of all alzenship.
has been dissolved and new elections leged election frauds." Socorro Chiefwill have to be held to disclose the tain.
MORE FAKIR JOURNAL LIES
So is every other fair and public
NAILED.
temper of the country as far a.s the
will permit. If spirited newspaper
In New Mexico,
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal is unfair election laws
vote counted for vote as it does in but such a conduct of the investigaait it again. It. claims that the normal
the Socialists tion of the alleged frauds cannot, and
the United States,
Republican majority in New Mexico would control the next
Reichstag, but will nol be had from the Democratic
has been 10,000 votes during recent
German Empire bosses and the alleged Republican
the
for
fortunately
elections and that the slump In the
for the cause knockers who will conduct the investiAndrews vote on November Cth last, although unfortunately Is not as
good gations on the part of Lnrrazolo and
of liberty, one citizen
iwas brought about because Mr. An
as another when it comes to voting in other defeated Democratic candidates
drews was an ': unworthy candidate"
and the men who vote the for ofilce. You cannot make a
and "had been forced upon the Re- Germany
ticket do not happen to lie purse out of a sow's ear.
Socialistic
publican ticket by dishonest and dis- the property owning class or the nohonorable means." As usual the Fakbility.
Somebody lied when It was asserted
ir Journal tells lies.
that a stone could not he thrown in
The following Is the vote on the
Senator Piatt now says he will not Oregon without hitting a man conDelegate daring the past ten years
farts of
resign unless forced to. He would be nected with
1896, Catron, Republican, 17,017 votes
forced fast enough, if those hankerthe state are sparsely populated.
votes;
18,947
Fergusson, Democrat,
for his seat only knew how.
W. E. Dame, Independent, 60 votes; ing
Naturally, the President's message
majority for Fergusson, of 1,804 votes,
The per capita money circulation is did not please everybody, though
and a plurality of 1,930 votes; 1898,
had to admit that It was
I'erea, Republican, 18,722 votes; Fer- now $l!3.(ifi but Christmas morning everybody
full
cannot
who
of
thousands
be
there
will
magusson, 'Democrait, 10,059 votes;
(IB cents.
jority for Peren, 2,003 votes; 1900, produce even the
Ten years ago some of the Presi21,557
votes,
Rodey, Republican,
stand dent's recommendations would have
The Massachusetts
Democrat, 17,857 votes; mawhole
delegation In been pronounced radicalism run wild,
jority for Rodey, 3,700 votes; 1902, pattersthe
are
Ferr
votes
24,272
already
getting busy which are now regarded as the n'atural
Congress
Republican,
Rodey,
outcome of existing conditions.
to
ma-busier.
and
votes;
14,576
promise
gusson, Democrat,
jjet
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LEATHER CHAIRS.

Miss Harmount
Original.

When the wealthy Miss Harmount
eti me to arrange for the hospital she
was to build I saw In her carriage a
lovely girl of twenty, attended by a
short, fat old woman, a sort of duenna,
I supposed, whose presence would
uny liability to scandal. To me
the old woman served as a background
to bring out her companion's beauty.
I understood that Miss Harmount was
enormously rich; but, judging from
her apparel, which was plain, and her
expression, which was sad, her wealth
did not bring happiness. It occurred
to me that like families who dress
plainly und put their servants in gorgeous liveries she lavished the finery
she might have bedecked herself with
on her duenna, who was arrayed ill
silk, while her fingers sparkled with
jewels.
Miss Harniouut's face haunted me.
If I read, her dreamy eyes thrust
themselves between me and the page.
If 1 walked out, 1 saw them looking
down from the blue heavens. I was
Impatient for the evening, for I had
an invitation to a reception to be given to Miss Harmount at the resldeiiee
of one of the magnates of the town.
I was so Impudent that I arrived
among the first. Miss Harmount was
standing with the hostess aud her
duenna "receiving." The host offered
to present me to her, but I told him
thut Miss Harmount belonged to us
went up and spoke to her.
ull, aud
I tried to say something about her
munificence, but she fixed her eyes upon me with an embarrassed surprise,
and I supposed any reference to her
gift must be repulsive to her, so I
stumbled In my speech, whereupon she
smiled kindly.
(riving place to newcomers, I went
away to dream of the lady and to
blame myself for not remembering
that she must be surfeited with being
called generous. She was so surrounded during the evening that I bad no
further opportunity to get a word with
her. Her duenna never left her, nnd I
Judged that she must have some secret
Influence over her companion and the
disposition of her millions, for I noticed that she received quite as much
attention as Miss Hiirmount. Doubtless she was the key that unlocked the
money vaults ami decided for the
young heiress upon her bequests.
Miss Harmoimt made us several
during the summer. One day 1 was
passing the place where the hospital
was being erected, and. seeing her carwent Into the grounds,
riage there,
hoping to get a word with her. 1
found her sitting alone on a wooden
bench, while her dueunii, or manager
or whatever she might be, was walking about the building superintending
the work us if she had been a man. I
approached Miss Harmount with hat
In bund and reminded her that I had
met her at the reception. She bad uo
need t: be reminded of the meeting.
Indeed ih soon as she saw me coming
her sad face lighted up with pleasure.
"You seem." I said, "to have an ex
cellent executive."
"She is a remarkable woman," replied Miss Harmount, with the same
smile she had given once before.
"I suppose you will never have p.
husband to manage your affairs?"
"Why not?"
"You women of wealth can never
know but that you are loved for that
wealth und not yourself. Therefore you
either do not marry or risk making a
mistake."
"You are right. That Is the penalty
women pay for large possessions."
Now t had been dreaming 'of Miss
Harmount ever since I bad first set
Yet I knew that her
eyes on her.
wealth was uu inseparable barrier between us. I chatted awhile with her
on the subject 1 bad started, saying
presently:
"Would It please you to know that
there Is one who would love you for
yourself alone?"
Miss Ilarinouiit lowered her eyes,
and a color camo to her cheeks.
pre-Te-

5f7 defining Them With a Lullirr of
IuhIIIc Soup.
Leather on chairs is best cleaned with
wet rag and soap. Select a pure castlle
or white soap never a laundry variety
mnke a lather with lukewarm water
and with a damp cloth rub suds Into
the leather with a rotary motion, covering the entire surface so one part
will not be clean and another have a
soiled nppearauce. When the seat or
back has been well scrubbed In this
way, rub the surface dry with a soft
flannel cloth, nnd the spots should not
disappear, but the leather should be
as shiny as It was when new. Where
there are grease spots on the leather
they should have an extra washing and
should first be cleansed with the suds
and damp chamois or piece of cheesecloth, so that any stain will come out
when the entire back or seat Is scrub-

1

"Yes."
"I know such a person."
"Who Is be?"
"To know who he Is would do you
no good. He Is poor. You are rich.
He would never take you and yovr
millions together."
"Would he have me give them up for
him?"
"No."
"Then why have you told me of his
love?"
"Because to know there Is one who
loves you for yourself alone must give
you pleasure."
Miss Harmount turned away.
"You have not told me this person's
name," she said presently. "Do not
tell It. This fortune, as you say, stands
between us. Think what a position I
might place him In if I were to say,
'Take me without the fortune.' "
"lie would be overjoyed If the fortune bad never existed."
"You may tell me his name," she
said softly.
At this moment' I looked up and saw
the fat little figure of the manager
waddling toward us. I would have
wondered why so refined a girl as Miss
Ilsrmount should have selected so unattractive a - person for an executive
were It not for her manifest capability.
My companion rose and its the old wo-ma- a

joined us said:

"Miss Harmount, this gentleman we
met at Mrs.
's reception."
For a few moments the situation
fulled to pierce my stupid skull. Then
It rushed upon me, and with It rushed
a great joy. The barrier between me
and ray love had vanished. She whom
I bad mistaken for Miss Harmount
was ber paid companion.
EDMOND COMPTON.

-

The New Mexican can do printing
that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
ork we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the' facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
he best binderies In the west.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

bed.
I would never rub oils Into leathery
for most of them make the surfaces

sticky, especially during hot weather.
Then, too, the leather Is so prepared
that no oil Is necessary, the only essential In care of such upholstery being
a dusting every day or oftener If convenient and a washing with suds aud
a damp cloth once In two or three
weeks. Don't forget that leather, must
be carefully rubbed and kept warm In
winter, and remember that It Is a bad
plan to sit down quickly on a leather
seat that has been kept In a cold room
for several days, for the upholstery Is
likely to crack und split, just as patent
York Telegram.
leather does.-X- ew

Ip of (irand Meali and
Kiilertulumenta.
In a home thut I have in mind the
real spirit of hospitality Is shown at
Its best. There Is often no liiuld, and
sometimes the mistress of this household is nearly overworked, but invariably the guest Is mude comfortable. If
It Is a hot day a tray bearing lemou-ade- .
Iced tea or ginger ale and wafers
Is brought at once to refresh the caller,
or on u cool day It will be hot cocoa or
tea or a bouillon cup of hot soup. Invariably there is something to express
a kludly feeling for one's comfort, nnd
It Is never preceded with the query
whether you will have the cup if It
should lie prepared.
Many a hostess will ask ber guest If
he will have refreshment, and It Is
rare thut one replies that be will, for
the question itself Implies effort, something that should never appear In a
hospitable offering. The overconsclen-tlouhostess, who fears that ber beverage muy not be made Just right or
that her china Is not quite fine enough,
misses much pleasure for herself and
guest. The beginner In housekeeping
would do well to acquire the habit of
putting the true spirit of hospitality
Into her homelife at the outset, and as
she grows older her home will have acquired a reputation for comfort and
cheer that an ostentatious dinner or
luncheon now und then will never confer. Chicago Inter Ocean.
It U

GENERAL AGENTS

Iu pressing ribbons with a hot Iron,
lay them between two sheets of maulla
paper, and they will come out like new,
In sewing a piece of material on the
bias to a straight piece the former Is
apt to become stretched. To avoid this
the bias should be placed underneath,
and it will then be sewn In evenly.
If sleeves are too long or too full
don't rip them out. First take a tuck
or. fold In the tops, making them the
desired length, and baste. Try on und
If right cut off the superfluous material.
Skirts should always be provided
with three bands one on the right
side, one on the left and one to hold up

NEW MEXICO

FOR

OF PHILADELPHIA,
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Rational Surety
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Insurance Company.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Co? onacto Hotel
G. LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
. Of the Coronado Restaurant
Will Do Hit Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado is the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal In the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carte. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS !N CONNECTION.

the drapery at the back. If this precaution Is taken It is much better to
hang up a skirt than to fold It and lay-I-t
away.
In making up any material with a
nap remember that the nap should always run downward. This fact should
not be forgotten when sponging and
pressing, otherwise you will make a
shiny streak on the surface of your
material.
Clean lug a Library.
To clean a library properly one
should have a real reverence for books.
After the furniture is all removed from
the roonj and the floor has received the
attentlou to be given it, then turn to
the books. Take one shelf at a time.
Wipe each book as It Is removed from
the shelf. Have a small hair dust
brush and' with this brush the tops,
sides and bottom of the books. Be
very particular to replace the volumes
In the proper order.
Nothing exasperates a book lover more than to have
well arranged shelves mixed up by
bouse cleaning methods.

WIV

RGEHDY

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

Slot Mude

DRESS HINTS.

MUU E

BERGERE

TRUE HOSPITALITY.

222 San Francisco

South Side Plaza.
G

St.

LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor.
bAKTA FE,

KtW MEXICO.
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Fumigating a Room.

or disinfect, a room
place an ordinary house shovel over
the Are until It becomes thoroughly
heated (not red hot); move to the center of the room with- it and pour on It
an ounce of No. 4 or No. 5 carbolic
acid. The shovel should be so placed
that none of the fluid can ruu off on to
the floor. The carbolic will be given
off In a vapor which will be strong
enough to disinfect a room, and If genuine carbolic is used, which Is not a
mineral corrosive add, the vapor will
In no way injure pictures, metals or
fabrics.
To fumigate,

-

When One I Nervous.
If you arc nervous remember this
simple rule: Nothing is so effective as
taking a drink of water every hour or
two.
Medical meu declare that we
should be helped in various ways if
we were more thoughtful aud persistent in this respect. It Is certainly a
simple rule and one that is within
reach of the busiest among us,

The New Mexican Blnflery Is turngome of the most artistic
It is the
binding In the Southwest
mot completely equipped bindery In
the Rocky Mourtaln states south of
la headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, necessary In homestead entries and In minThe New Mexican Printing Company eral applications. Prices low, especi
Is prepared to furnish cards de vlalte ally in quantities.
Circulars giving
for ladles or gentlemen on short no- full Information furnish' n applicattice, In first class style at reasonable ion.
prices, either engraved or printed. Cat.'
on the New Mexican Printing Con
Subscribe tor the Dan, 'New Meil- ian.
pany and leave your orrtera.
equal to
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Undertakers and
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office BvMiaz.
Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Palace Avenue, Nights
Telephone No. 142.

nd

Sunday- -

OUR PLACE.
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Fine Wines Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
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Willard Town
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Capital

Loans

a general banklni business In all ita branches.

Transacta

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and

Buys and sells domestlo

makes tsleoraphlo

and foreign
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and

exchange
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transfers of monoy

world on as liberal terms ae ara flven by
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Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

teral security.
Its customers.

col-

'

civilized

moneytransmlttlni
. nriuatj. intarMt allowed an time- deeoelta
at the
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'

or year's term,

g

any
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rate of three per cent per annum, on a alx month'
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triatmeni
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In

all respecte, ae Is
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eletent with safety and the principles of eound banking, gafety
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peaii
llclted.

ft
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KOSWKLL,
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liiin-dred-

Col-leg- o
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

s

I

Fronts 8IIJSC.

Umi-'- ed

GATEWAY

THE

east-Lot-

Assistant Cashier.

Surplus and

a
pake fowp

Torrance County.
John C. Ward of Entancln has
bought a fifty foot coiner lot at
Willard la located in the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
and will erect thereon a
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso aurveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and it Is the only point on the entire new line where
brick hotel, making the second
there Is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
hostlery in Wlllard. Even with a secconcrete depot building, the largest pumping station In the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
ond hotel, It is asserted that there
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
will not be sufficient accommodations
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
for those coming to the growing little
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings, It is worth your while to investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
town.
wants you. The townslte Is owned by
There Is still a lumber shortage at
Wlllard. Seven new houses In process of erection can not be completed
because material Is not to be hurt at
any price. Enterprise lumber dealers
JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
are preparing to supply the demand.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Call on or address
Wlllard now has a doctor and u
JOHN W. C0R9ETT,
Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
drug store,
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD-BThe following Torrance County
reason of Homeseekera tickets reading to other points the country around Willard has beer, somewhat overlooked and vacant i ,.u yet remaina
marriage licenses were Issued last
week: Ixircnzo Torres, Josefa Fo- open to homestead entry comparatively close In.
Nenieclo Hemru,
jardo, Man.ano.
Val
Manzano, Lulza liarela, Chllili.
Rleluta
entin
Tapia. Chlnchonte.
HIRAM T. IROWN,
SO SOOTHINGWilliam
Carter, Escabosu.
Owens, went on a tear following the heavy
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
CIVIL ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR.
rains of last. week. Never In the hisWhite Oaks, Sally Grumbles,
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
tory of old settlers had it been so Its Influence Has Been Felt By
New Mexle
gaata fa,
ATTORN EY8ATLAW.
Many Santa Fe Readers.
high. No crossing could be niado for
Luna County.
The soothing influence of relief
The range la In fine coi dltio'i in three days. So far as is known no one
Luna County and stockmen report no was drowned and no damage done.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Newcomb will
MAX. FROST.
After suffering Ilchlng Piles,
losses from the recent blizzard.
NOTARY PUBLICS.
From Eczema or any Itchiness of the
The Victoria Land & Ca'tle Com- erect a handsome new residence in
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fa
skin,
pany last week shipped a train load Silver City soon.
Silver City Is fast, forging to the
.Makes one feel grirteful to the rem'if cattle from Denting to points in
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
front a a financial center as Is indi- edy.
California for feeding.
Notary Public.
Doan's Ointment has soothed
D. Crlsman, a ranchman In Luna cated by the Silver City National
Office with the New Mexican PrintH. B. HOLT,
and Grant counties, was severely In- Bank deposits, which within the past
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Here's what one Santa Ke citizen
jured in loading cattle on a train at week have reached over $050,000.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
San Juan County,
Irene recently.
says:
Practices in the district courts as
.lames Green of Aztec has been arSheriff Stevens of Lima County,
Brother Fabian of St. Michael's
as before the Supreme Court of
well
REAL ESTATE AND MINES.
"I
whose term expires January 1, will rested on u charge of breaking into
am convinced that
says:
lake up his residence on bis ranch in and stealing canned meats and otlipr Doan's Ointment has merit. It. was tho Territory.
the Animas Valley, ninety miles west supplies from the store of A. M. Hub- used with success in a case which
His arrest followed an at- came under my observation, the auof Denting, and will engage In stocif bard.
ROMAN L. BACA,
to
trade two boxes of rifle cart- thenticity of which I will be
tempt
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Real Estate and Mines.
to
raising.
pleased
Otero County,
ridges for shot gun shells at a hard- give in a personal Interview."
Attorney at Law.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
The smelter at Orogrundo will soon ware store. The rifle cartridges were
Office Griffin building, Washington
For sale by all dealers. Price &0 Phooa 68.
Office, Griffin Blk.
be
in
store.
to
the
be in working order and there is suf- known
cents.
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Co., Buffalo,
son of New
Carl Van Veast, the
ficient, ore in sight to keep it running
York, sole agents for the United
Mr. and Mrs. Van Veast of Aztec, died States.
for a long, long time.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
Mr. and Mrs. Max Pierce of Alamo-gord- last week and was laid to rest in the
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Remember the name Doan's and
are 'the parents of a baby girl, cemetery at that place.
Practices In all the District Courts
take no other.
A contract has been let for an
born last week.
and gives special attention to cases
MASONIC.
hotel to be erected at Aztec by
The corner stone of the new sanibefore the Territorial Supreme Court.
HEALTHY CHILDREN.
tarium near Aluiiiogordo has been laid Contractor W. E. Pollard for John
M.
There Is nothing better for weak, Office, Laugulin Blk., Santa Fe, N.
Montezuma Lodge No.
and work on the structure Is progress- Lair.
puuy children than Dr. Laurltzen's
1, A. T. k A. M. Reguhave
Juan
San
farmers
County
ing nicely.
Health Table Malt. It makes them
lar communication first
The 0. A. U. Post and Women's Re- agreed to plant 1.000 acres in sugar strong, fat and
hearty. And being
BENJAMIN M. READ,
Monday of each month
lief Corps are planning to give a beets if the sugar factory is erected
can result
absolutely
Attorney at law.
at Masonic Hall at 7: JO
campfire and bean bake at. Alaino- at Durango.
in good for the little ones.
only
Baota Fe,
New Mexico.
It is reported that a number of San
gordo December 21. There will be a
k. a. HlAune & co.
P. m.
Palace Aye
Office, Sena Blk.
number of speakers. Invitations have Juan County people are taking up
26.
Phone
H. F. STHPHEN3, W. M.
of
tracts
land
on
solhomesteads
certain
been sent to all
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 18.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
diers as well as those who wore the believing that coal underlies the
tracts and that they cau dispose of
blue to attend with their families.
CHAS. A. LAW,
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
their interests later at good figures.
McKinley County.
i CAN SELL
Law.
Attorney-a- t
W. N. Knight,
1, R. A. M. Regular
fruit raiser near
considerable
has
been
There
Your Real Estate or Bualneaa
IT. S. Land Office
Practice, a Specialty.
convocation 2nd Montyphoid fever In Clarkvllle recently Farnilngton, has demonstrated that
No Matter Where Located
New Mexico
Clayton,
there is good money in hogs left to
and two deaths have resulted.
day of each month at
Properties and Business of all kinds
Masonic Hall at 7:l
Batista, 30 years of age, was feed on the falling fruit in an apple sold
iu
ot
for
cash
all
the
quickly
parts
, orchard.
He bought a bunch of hogs
one of the victims and Elena
f. m.
totes.
St
United
Write
Don't
wait.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
the
daughter of Mr." this fall for $:!03.50. He ran them in day describing what you have to sell
WILLIAM H. H- - LLEWELLYN,
and Mrs. Frank Matallna, was the the orchard for two months. The first and
ARTHUR
SBLIGMAN,
Secy.
on
same.
Attorney at law.
give cash price
other. Mrs. Matallna is dangerously month they had green alfalfa to feed
WANT TO BUY
IF YO
Las Crucea, New Mexico.
ill with the same disease. ,The on with the apples, and the last month
Santa Fe Commandery No.
kind of 'Business or Real Estate United
States
District
Attorney.
the apples only. He sold the bunch any
deaths occurred only one day apart.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
at
write me your
any
price,
anywhere,
$109 In two
The infant child of Mr, and Mrs. for $412.50, making
fourth Monday in each
I can save you time
requirements.
Vanderwagon died in California while mouths out of his waste fruit only.
month at Masonic Hall at
and money.
to
the
A.
'made
W. POLLARD,
Mrs. Vanderwagon was there on a
Application has been
:30 p. m.
W. H. GRIFFIN, M. C.
DAVID P. TAFF,
Mathe-sovisit. She returned with the remains town council at Aztec by H. H.
Attorney at law.
W. H. KENNBDY, Recorder.
THE LAND MAN.
for a franchise to erect and operto her home In Gallup, where burial
District Attorney, Luna County.
415 Kansas Avenue,
ate an electric light plant and furnish
took place.
New Mexico
KANSAS. Demlni
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1,
TOPEKA,
current for lighting and other
Grant County.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
It
will
take
of
He
the Board
At the regular meeting
says that
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
of Regents of the New Mexico Nor- him about sixty days to install a
on the ihlrd Saturday of each month,
J.
C.
B.
Boahaiu.
E.
ft
firm
of
Wade
the
Is
It
that
Hughes
Why
mal School at Silver City last week small plant suitable for the service he
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
ONHAM A WADE,
Delgado are making a success of the
routine business was transacted and promises to give.
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
Attorneya at
John Hartman of Aztec has bought real estate business? It la because this
the new heating plant, of the school
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
In
Practice
Dla
and
and
firm
the
reliable
is
property
any
Supreme
two
a
one
small
was
has
which
of
It
was inspected and accepted.
lots,
to attend.
cordially
ot
looked
In
be
trlet
In
will
Courts
hands
the
the
their
Territory,
a
also decided to employ a teacher for house thereon, and will later erect
pladin a businesslike manner. Office Probate Courts and fcefore the U. S CHARL1Sinvited
FRANKLIN BASLEY, !1.
after
the department pf elocution, music handsome residence.
Venerable Master.
west of Plaza.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Lincoln County.
and physical culture. Miss Ada O.
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M. PERCT FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
Francis Canning of White Oaks,
Johnson of Chicago will probably be
was thrown from his horse last week
(Homestead Entry No. 10,108.)
employed to fill the place.
I. 0. O. F.
C. E. Sperry. a farmer at Bushnell, while trying to rope a steer near
Notice for Publication.
He remounted and rode to a Department of the Interior,
Illinois, arrived in Silver City last
E. C. ABBOTT,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
Land Office at Sanla Fe, N. M.
week and drove at once to the ranch nearby ranch, where he was cared for.
Attorney at law.
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
November 21, 190C.
of Lee Rice, his relative, on the Gila, His Injuries are painful but, not dan
Practices !n the District and 8u
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
where Mrs. Sperry is dangerously 111. gerous.
Notice is hereby given that
,
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
Visiting brothers welcome.
of
son
John Hunt, the
To arrive quickly Mr. Sperry was
Confreres, of Santa Fe County, tentlon given to all business.
J. E. LACOME, N. Q.
forced to hfre a special train from Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hunt died at N. M., lias filed notice of his inten- Santa Fe
New Mexico.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
Macomb to Kansas City In order to his home in Lincoln recently. He was tion to make final five year proof in
catch a train for El Paso without taken ill with a severe attack of support of ills claim, viz.: Homestead
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
waiting a day In Kansas City. He ar- typhoid fever about three weeks ago Entry No. 10,108, made October 12,
A. B. RENEHAN,
S
rived to find his wife alive though from which he never rallied. Two of 1906, for the S
NV
Practices In the Supreme and Dls
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights c.1
the younger brothers also suffered NE
section 4, township IS N.,
desperately ill.
from an attack of this disease but will range 10 E and that said proof will trict Courts; Mining and Land Law Pythias. Regular meeting every first
Newcomb Hall in Silver City is bebe made before the register and re- a Specialty. Rooms i t Sena B)dg. and third Tuesday evenings at 8
ing remodelled at a cost of $1,000 and recover.
will be converted into a skating rink.
Roosevelt County.
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
ceiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on Janu- Palace Are., ganU re, N. M.
The Gila River in Grant County
The people near Elida expect a ary 3, 1907. .
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
He names the following witnesses
good crop next year as a result of the
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
plentiful fall of snow. The farmers to prove his continuous residence upfraternal welcome.
F. EA8LEY,
CHA8.
are already plowing in preparation on, and cultivation of, the land, viz.::
PAUL A. F. WALTBR, C. C.
(Late
Surveyor General.)
for the spring planting.
Rafael Montoya, Marcelo Jimenez,
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
at
law.
Attorney
John Graf, who lives near Elida, Maximo Jimenez, Bonifacio Lucero,
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
New Mexico.
ianta Fa
was severely injured last week by the all of Santa Fe, N. M.
GREW THIS HAIR
a
Laad
and
Business
Mining
Specialty
MANUEL R. OTERO,
falling of his horse. He will recover.
B. P. 0. E.
The residents of Plateau near Elida
Register,
And wt can
met last week and finished the new
Santa Fe Lodte, No. 4(0, B. P. O. .,
school house. Miss Land of PortaleS:
FRANK W. CLANCY,
holds
Its regular session on the secon 1
HOTEL
ARRIVALS.
the teacher employed by the school
at
law.
and
fourth
Attorney
Wednesdays of each moct'i,
lyoard, has arrived and is conducting
District Attorney for Second Judicial Visiting brothers are Invited and welschool. There is a good attendance of
Palace.
District.
come.
NORMAN L. KINO, B. B.
N. S. Rosenstadt, San Francisco; B.
pupils.
Practices In the District Court an.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
to
W.
were
H.
Twenty-sisold
K.
Webb,
plows
Sweeney, Denver;
farmers at Elida in one day last Kansas City; R. E. Twitchell, H. L. the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Suprenw
FRATERNAL UNION.
week.
Waldo, Las Vegas.
Court in Washington.
Fe Lodge, No. 259. Fraternal
ui
Ben Ecker, the
son of Mr.
Claire.
Union of America. Regular meeting)
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
and Mrs. C. S. Ecker of Elida, died
Venceslao Jarmillo, El Rito; Frank
first and third Mondaya in each month
last week after a severe illness.
J. Phillips, Washington, D. C; A.
at S o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
Sewell W. Pease of Gage, Oklahoma, Singer, Albuquerque; Alex Adamson,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat-er-a
will erect a cement business house at Taos; Charles H. Easitman, Deliver;
OSTEOPATHY.
Texloo in the near future and will oc O. .1. Smith, Berthoud, Colorado;
welcome.
cupy the building with a furniture
Romero, Las Vegas; W. H.
R. L. BACA, sratorual Master.
store.
Anadarko, Oklahoma;
Starkweather,
DAVID GONZALBS, Secy.
Dlt CHARLES A. WHEELONL
M. H. Luther, Estancia; E. H, Vonder-veld- ,
U AQOIB O. If ONTO Y A. Tium
Osteopath.
Autonlo, Oklahoma; D, J. Leahy,
LAS VEGAN GUILTY OF
No.
103
Palace
Are.
Las Vegas; Mr, and Mrs. A. UnderEMBEZZLING
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
Las Vegas, Dec. 14. Ed I. Jones wood, Cheyenne,' Wyoming.
Herewith are some bargains offered
diseases without drugs or medtciaet
Normandie.
was found guilty of embezzlement In
by the New Mexican Printing ComNo charge for Consultation.
F, C. Burns, Albuquerque; T, H.
the district
court
here Tuesday.
Phone 181 pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
m.,
p. m.
Rael, Flavlo Gonzales, Questa; L, A. Hours:
Ira
A,
Abbott
the
Judge
presided on
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bench In the absence of Judge Will-- j Shartzen, Gallinas.
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Coronado.
lam J. Mills. Jones was arrested at
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code
B.
Las Vegas;
East
Martinez,
the instance of Mrs. Ella Schiott,
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; AdaptAdolfo Baca, Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs.
MINING ENGINEERS
who charged him with the embezzleFRANCES MARIE KNOWLTON,
ed to New Mexico Code, Ls.ws of New
W. A. Sodeburg, El Paso; Jose Do080 GurUeld Buulevunl, Chicago, 111,,
ment of her savings in the SouthMexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
Roman Montano, Jose L.
lores
Salazur,
Age 4 Years,
western Building and Loan Associaleather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
Abeyta, Pnlma; A. Saposwlkow, Las
Llttlo Frances Knowlton's beautiful hen4 of tion.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
hair has niude her famous the world
Vegr.s.
gold
CONY T. BROWN,
ovor. She Is only four years old and her hair
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60;
hanns within one foot ot tho floor. Dr. K. W. MILLER VICE PRESIDENT
Mining Engineer,
Sheriff's
Flexible
such
Cover
Butchers'
Pocket
certificates,
shipping
New
Mexloc
Knoniton, hor father, ia the discoverer ot
OF SWISS COUNCIL
and
Treasurer
as are required by law, printed in ttseretai'y
two
Docket,
or
and attributes the beauty of I.Br wonder$1.25;
single,
of
Mines,
tcheel
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suful growth of hair to the extraordinary hair
blank form by the New Mexican
Nsv
Mexico.
oeerre,
Berne, Dec. 14. Edourd Miller, vice
streiiKthenlDg qualities of tills great hair growpreme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10, in
ing remoUy. It has been teBted on hundreds of president of the federal council, was Printing Company.
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
others and has proven absolutely successful In elected
president of the Swiss
very case. SOW on sale at all druggists,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Subscribe for the Daily New Mexi
federation in succession to M.
three sizes, 2 Bo. BOo. $1.00 per bottle.
can and get the news.
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
KNOWLTON PAMimWltylS CO.. Chlragu. Frerre, whose term has expired.
AND
PURVEYORS. 50c;
CIVIL ENG'RS
Money's Digest ot New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
'
Cures Biliousness, Sick
full list school blanks.
68 the system
Wil-lar- il

The oldest banking Imtltutlon In Nsw Mxlco. Established In '170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J, PALEN, Prctldtnt.
ALFRED H. BROOHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.

THREE.

Foster-Milhur-

o

TU

MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO

Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings, .all furnishing ami equipments modern and comelectric-lighteall conveniences.
plete;
laths, water-wor-

Coliegss.

steam-heate-

k

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.

8350

per session.

R08WEIX
.

watered.

I" a noted health roscrt, 1,700 feet above
Sunshine every day from Soptnmber to June.

REGENTS-Nath- au

W.

Jaffa,

.M

Keed,

W. M. Atkinson, W. A.

COl J.

0J0 CALIEfJTE
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to i22 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 0,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.-Theswaters contain 1.GSG.2 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in
Bar-anc-

1

Ojo

W. WILLSJ3N,

Supt.

Mata-lina-

HOT SPRINGS.
(he world.
The efficacy of these waters lias been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon re
quest. This resort is attractive at a
seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave
Spnta Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
Caliente at 4 p. m. the same 'day.
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Caliente. Taos County,

H. C. Yontz

N

.M

eiican Filigree

Watches, Clocts. Jewelry

JEWELip

China.

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

....

L-- ..

Ane-clet-

2

Danderine

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

Mitri

well

o

Flulay and E. A. Caboon
For particulars address

and Hani
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Tlirllcniindlo'n 'toewrifer lasts
wyckolt, deamans

lowest,

jo does Itie

ueneuicr.y. act orooowqy.

Remington-

new

- Openjiorl
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GRIND

Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic

Constipation,

f taiiant to t&kto

Laxative Fruit Syrup
,

IRELAND'S

PHARMACY.

Clean

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
.pimples and blotches,
if ia gtiarartfed

CORBET A 8MYTHE.
Mining m HysVaullo
Engineers,
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.
East side Plaza
Civil,

'
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
Fou can get some bargains in tho

real estate line right now by calling
on the reliable real eatate dealera,
Hughes ft Delgado. Office west aide
of Plasa.
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Forfeiture of PuhHshing Out of
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Suit! Animals Bearing Ven
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks,
tec per Book.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorsheet.
ded Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
sheet
Certificate of Brand,
Justice of the,,Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
of
Bond
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcihle Entry and Detainer, Comsheet,
plaint,
Forcihle Kntry ami Detainer, Sum
sheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
F.xecut ion Forcihle Entry and Desheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet,
sheel.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
t
sheet.
Subpoena,
,T.
sheet.
P. Complaint,
sheet,
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Search Warrant,
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TREMENDOUS

Asslsliint United
D.ivlil

,1.

Stales

Attorney

Leahy of Las Vogas, was an

nrrival last nltfht 'in Santa Fe. and
lvirisiH-riat Ihe Claire, tie came on
ollielal business.
I. I'. Lyns, traveling wsenT and
licliet twin of Ihe Santa Fe Central
Railway, returned last evening from
Tcrrance, where he checked in a new
auent at Hint slatton.
Manuel Sanchez, a leading cillzen of
Traniias, Rio Arriba County, spent today In lown on a visit to relatives and
consulting attorneys in a legal matter
in which he Is Interested.
for
A. Singer, traveling sailesnia.il
lie AlliiKiuerqiie
dry goods firm of
(irunsl'eld Brothers, spent today in
town on commercial
business, lie
was registered at the Claire.
Charles It. fCaslnuin, of Denver, advance agent of "The Deserted Bride"
a tlicalrlciil altraclion now louring
the soulhwesl, was in the clly today
arranging for ihe appearance of the
show here.
Judge Henry L. Wwldo, of Las Vegas, solicitor of the Santa J''e Railway
system in New Mexico, readied the
city last evening (ind attended to ligal
Imsiness here loday. lie wa i n guest
at Ihe I'alace.
'I'. II. Rael and Plavio (lonzales, ot
Quesia, arrived in Ihe clly yesterday
afleriKKnn, as witnesses at tlie habeas
corpus proceedings of Melihm Unrein, who is charged with Ihe murder
of Pedro linrivlla.
Captain K. C. Abbott is expected to
return tomorrow from Denver. He
went there early in the week on legal
business. Ills wife received a telegram from him last evening announcing his arrival home tomorrow.
Manuel ti. Otero of the Iiergere Insurance Agency returned today after
a visit of several days in Las Vegas.
He was accompanied to the Meadow
City by .1. V. Patterson, a young man
from Chicago, who is sojourning in
Simla t'e.
ICugenlo Romero of Las Vegas,
coal oil inspector and treascollector of San
urer and
after official
Miguel County, looked
business today in Ihe Capital. He arrived in ihe city last night and placed
his name on Ihe register at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Rogers will leave
tomorrow for Montgomery, West Virginia, and will be the guests of rela
tives there for Christmas. They will
be accompanied by the Misses Nellie
Payne and Sallie Payne of Montgomery, sisters of Mrs. Rogers, who
have been visiting for some time in
Santa Ke,
W. C.
lagan, of Pittsburg, secretary md treasurer of the Santa Fe
official in the
Cenlral Railway, and
l

Removal Sale
era
goes all cur entire stock

OutThe

reason

for

:i1

the big cut

great sacritico.

in

is to

prices,

save time, and work in the Removal of our preocsent stock in our New Building which we will
1!07.
of
the early part January

cupy

At the present time wo have the most comand will
plete and up to date stock in the City
satisentire
shall
we
you
that
vou
give
assure
not
faction and the best prices that can bo had
Terrillie
in
but
in
anywhere
Santa
Fe,
only

tory.
Durin" all this month wo will sell the popuSon
lar price $5.50 6.00 and 7.00 Ihinnan
Shoe for $4.95.
Hamilton Brown Shoe regular price $4 50
and $5.00 tor $3.50 and $4.00American Lady Shoe regular price $3 50
.

for $3.00The Clothing Stock will go in

Ihe same

order.

will
Hats, Caps, over and under garments

suit.
Best grade Prints - 14 and K. yards for
dollar now your choice L'U yards for a dollar.
Two hundred
pieces of hest outing
for a dollar
llannel, former prices H and 10 yds.
dollar.
a
11
for
will
now they
go yds.
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready made
wi.l bo sold still at
goods in every department
cut.
greater
follow

l-

will be

That this Great Removal Sale
was eVer held
biggest and only Sale that
the
of
City.
Capital
history
COME

EAIUY

AND

in

the
the

FIRST CHOICE.

TAKE THE

Nathan Salmon

I

Retail Drv Goods.
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For
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DRESSED

AND

TURKEYS ALIVE
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Chickens,
FRUITS

CAN DY

ai i
INUia ur mul.

rxi..,

IN SEJSDN

i
5

i

sTlLCofnef Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

j

OUR STOCK OF

Holiday Goods is

Lage

for the children, carving sets, Roger Bros. Sil"
ver Knives and Forks; Best Line of Pocket Knives,
Cake and Bread Makers,
Roasting Pans, Universal
China and many other useful presents for the
"Grown Ups," and when you need a stove that consumes less coal and keeps fire longer than any other
stove in the market come in and look at those Peerless
An inspection will result in your
Estate Oaks Stoves.
buying one.

suffered with humor for about
three years, oh" and on, I finally saw
a doctor and he gave me remedies that
did me no good,
so I tried Cuticura
when my limb below the knee to the
unkle was as raw
as a piece of beef.
All I used was the
Cuticura Soap and

the Ointment. I
bathed with the
Soap every day and used about six
or seven boxes of Ointment. I was
thoroughly cured of the humor in three
weeks and haven't been affected with
it since. I use no other Soap than
Cuticura now. I remain, yours respectfully, II. J. Mvers, IT. S. N., U. S. S.
Newark, New York, July 8, 1905.
" 1'. S. Publish if you wish."

.

throughout the wurld.

Cuticura Koap, ftta., Ointtuii Kejcilveut, 50i;. (Id form of Chocolate Coated
ment,
hilli, '16c. per vial ot GO). Potter Drug k Chem. Corp., Sola
fropa., liOHtoo, it Stmd ua " The Ureal Uuuor Can."

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
Tclcore

CUTICURA REMEDIES

e,

Havi-lan-

:

Cruiser Newark, U. S. N.
Man Cured in Three Weeks.

Good

Assisted by light dressings of Cuticura,
the great Skin Cure. This treatment at
once stops falling hair, removes crusts,
scales, and dandruff, destroys hair
parasites, soothes irritated, itching
surfaces, stimulates the hair follicles,
loosens the srulpskin, supplies the roots
with energy and nourishment, and
makes the hair grow upon asweet,whole-sotnhealthy scalp when all else fails.
Complete external and internal treatment for every humor, from pimples to
scrofula, from' infancy to age, consisting
of Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills,
may now be had of all druggists for one
A single set is often sufficient
dollar.
to cure the most distressing cases.
&HI

s

:

Did No

Humor-Do- ctor

Crusted Scalps Cleansed and
Purified by Cuticura Soap

to
If you want to make a present that satisfies, come
in quality and
us; we know that we can please you

228 San Francisco St.

With

CUTICURAGROWSHAIR

AND PRICES LOW
price-Toy-

Years

For Three

"I

NPW CROP.

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

Itching

1

J
KINDS

OF ALL

Suffered

SPEEDY CURE BY

Ducks, Geese, Oysters.

AND VEGETABLES

RAW AS

14

;

:(- :-

TOYS ARE
READY

DOLLS ARE
READY

SHL1GMAN
.

'

Why suffer with
painwnen

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT
WILL

CURE

LIZ.,

U. A. Friedel, Dallas, Tox.
writes: "I use Halliird'uSuow
Liniment for my family. It
is the nest. Liniment made.

It relieves burns andsealils.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
KT. IX)UI8, MO

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.

Some Fine Pattern Hats
For Xmas Gifts.
THEY ARE JUST THE THING
YOU CAN GET THEM FROM

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER

the Christmas

TOYS. DOLLS
E-

K.I

FANCY

PLAZA.

Pennsylvania Development. Company, pliego.
Fionas Oficial,
pliego,
was In the clly between trains yesterFians-.Oficial y .lurainenlo,
day en route home. Ho has been investigating mining properties owned pliego. ,
Fianza para Gnardnr la Paz,
He went from
by him in Arizona.
here via the Santa Ke "Central Railway pliego.
pliego.
Contrato do Partldo,
to Torrance.
Escritura de Renuncia,
pliego.
plego.l
Documento Garantizado,
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
Hipoteca de Blenes Muehles,
as are required by law, printed, in
blank form by the New Mexican pliego.
extensa
Garantizado.
nnrnmento
Printing Company.
forma entera, pliego heno.
Certificado de Matrimonio, lOccada
uno..
Formula de Enumeracion,
pliego.
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores y
pliego.
Preceptores,
SATURDAY, DEC. 15.
pliego.
Contrato de Combustible,
3:30
Matinee
Notas Obligaclones, 25c por 50.
8:45
Evening
Libros Cortlfloados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recihos Supervisores de
"THE KING OF
Camillas, 25c,
TRAMPS"
General Blanks.
in
A Yankee Doodle Company
Four
sheet.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Big Laughing Acts.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Bond. General Form,
A
CIRCUS
THAN
FUNNIER
Certificate of Marrflge, 75c per Do
zen.
for Children
An Entertainment
sheet.
Official Bond,
From 6 to 60.
,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
COIEOf
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Gimrdinnshhi,
Musiral Sinqlng and Dancing Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Specialties
sheet.
letters of Administration,
TUB SHOW YOU HAVE BEEN AWAITING
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Introducing the Favorite Comedian
sheet.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
VICTOR FAUST
sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Supported by a Carefully Selected
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note
Company.
sheet.
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
PRICES:
sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
50
25
cents
Matinee
and
sheet.
Lease,
50c, 75c, and $1.00.
Evening
Lease of Personal Property,
Tickets at Ireland's.
sheet.
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
Warrant to Appriasers, full sheet,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF sheet;
NEW MEXICO.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
The Xew Mexican Printing Comsheet.
Mortgage Deed,
pany has Ihe largest, facilities and
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
most, modern machinery for doing all
sheet.
Clause,
kinds of Printing and Binding In first- - Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
class style. Manufacturers of Loose- - sheet.
leaf Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book
sheet.
Option,
work a specialty. Best. Book Bindery
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
In the Southwest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Xolice,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Appllcalon for Bounty for Killing
Xolicti Mining Location,
sheet.
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Township Plats, full sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet.
Mining Lease,
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
Coal
Declaratory
Statement,
sheet.
Relinquishment,,
sheet.
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
Affidavit and Corroborating
Homestead Application,
'
with sheet.
Declaratory Statement
4
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit,
eral Affidavit,
sheet.
sheet.
Notice of flight to Water,
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
Title Bond and flense of Mining
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
sheet.
Properly,
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit. Required of Claimant,

FI R- SETC- .-

GOOfls

Everything useful and 01
for your Home, Family
or Erifiiids We assure you that
--

you'll

ilnd gfO'iter
&

variety-Ne- wer

better styles

More

exclusive tiovelitios and a far
better assortment of everything in the Holiday Goods
kind than in any other Stove
in Santa Fe.

4

4

AS-

LAMPS

I) GLOVES

2

Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arrcsto,
pliego.
Auto de Prlslon,
pliego.
Dechiracion .lurada,
pliego.
Certificado de Nomhramiento,

IIOSIKRY-I'MBliELL',

4

4

are Ready

Goods

NECKWEAR

CIIINAWAR-

2

RHEUMATISM. CITS, OLD
SORI-S- ,
SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
SHI P JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS,

All

IF

YOU CANNOT COME TO

SEE

SANTA CLAUS
WIRE, WRITE OR TELEPHONE

US.

Selections made NOW, SANTA CI.AUS WILI, deliver
Xmas Eve.

-0

P. O. Hox 410.

Phone

No. 8(i.

iCflARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.
Beds,
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Upholstered
Dressing Tables, Couches, Etc-- , Just Received.

Furniture,

EMBALMING

AND

2

UNDERTAKING

2

A SPECIALTY.
'Phone

San Francisco St.

306--

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

1.

OPERA HOUSE

4

PIECE OF BEEF

WINTER GROCERY CO. j

!

FRIDAY.

SANTA FJ3 NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.

FOUR

aaa,

H. S.

PUIE & COMPANY
GOOD THINGS TO EAT,

Phone 26.

We now have all necessary ingredients
.
1
Fruit caKe, sucn as
j .
.

alii

New

your

Thanksgiving

U

Lemon

Peel,
Orange Peel,
New English Walnuts,

Raisins,

Currants,
Citron,

for
n

Phone 26

Almonds, Etc.

Give us your order for your Thanksgiving Turkey now. Then your
choice will be selected for you. Naval Oranges for Thanksgiving.

We

EXTRA FANCY

Guarantee Price and Quality.
CELERY-FRE-

BALTIMORE

SH

OYSTERS

2

.

CUT PRICES!

LEGAL BLANKS.

cut pr;es.
ot Brat Cass
furniture, sto es and range that wt
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains; Now la
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the
prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
Call In and st
on easy payments.
our goods.
We have a quantity

4

low-ea-

2

2

2

D. S. LOWITZKI,
tan Francisco St., Santa

Lower

4

f.

2

ZXCOmrOaUTBDI

2

2

'sheet.
Affidavit,

TAPESTRY PAINTING.
MAKE YOUR OWN CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS.
Something eivllrely hew. Samples of work on display In windows
of Mrs. l.yng's Millinery slore or call t Room No. (I, Claire Hotel.
Lessons In work, materials furnished free only ONR DOLLAR,
(luarantoo 'the art. can he learned In one lesson.

sheet.
4102b,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony,
sheet.
,
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
sheet!
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit or Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
' Final Homestead Proof,
full
sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
TERtyS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders-

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour ui4 Potatoes, Stationery.

Patent Mediciae and 6rocen' Sundries.
MOMTT ATTENTION WVM

2

MAIL ORDKIM.

2

2

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

'BR

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a spoclalty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders (liven Trump'

Atteutlon.

Send for Catalopuo.

& GO.

HOWLAND

South Broadway
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
510

LADIES
Just received a
foi Reception and

full

....
line of White

Evening Hats.

2

Plumes, Laces

and

Mollnes

2

220 San Francisco

St.

MRS. LYNG.

FRANCISCO DELUADO.

LKV1 A. HUGHES.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

We have souie choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
s
V. M.
s
s
:
Office West Pide of Plaza,
, Santa Fe

-

CAM A. BISHOP & CO., Railroad Ticket Brokers.
v

SURBTY

.

BOITJDS.

Laughlin
Block.

lltR"
DECEMBER

FHDAYi

14,

'MINOR CITY TOPICS
Batli robes and snioklnn jackets at
a n n .i K.i .iv
'iini
B.
A.
nenehiin. Is now lo
Attorney
cated In his new ofTlco on the second
floor of the Catron block.
Lob iBalladores Club will
Klve Ita

,

fortnightly dancinc nartv this evening
at Elks' Hall on iPaace A 'enue.
The Winter Grocery Company has
an attractive ChriBtnius advertisement
In today's New Mexican. Read it before buying your holiday supplies.
A bright boy of 15 to 18 years old is
wanted by Che New Mexican at once
to learn the printing trade. Steady
work and advancement to the right,
person. Apply business ofllcp, Daily
New Mexican.
Plasterers began work this morning
repairing the ceiling in the lobby of
the Palace Hotel. After the ceiling
has been patched It will be
Landlord Vaughn Is figuring
on putting a metal ceiling In the lobby
before the meeting of the Legislature.
F. W. Jones, was Installed yesterday
as joint station agent at. Torrance for
the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad
and the Santa Ke Central Railway. He
was appointed as successor to E.. L.
Stafford, who has been transferred to
kulso-mine-

Oscura, on the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad.
Mrs. Dolores N. de Peresi, wife of
Dometrio Perez, of Las Vegas, died
In the Meadow City yesterday, after
an illlness lasting three months. The
deceased was 152 years of age. Besides her husband she la survived by
a sister and one 'daughter, Mrs. P.
Bscubero. The funeral was held today from the Church of Our Lady of
Sorrows and burial took place in the
Catholic Cemetery in that city.
Chrislmas toys all ready, bargain
on every table In the house.
Call
NATHAN SALMON.
early.
On complaint of Mounted Policeman
J. W. Collier, Franclwco Romero has
been arrested and at 9 o'clock Monday morning will be arraigned before
Justice of tho Peace Jose Ma. Garcia
on a charge of resisting an officer.
Romero was arrested by Deputy Sheriff Joso L, T)pez and taken to
the
t
county jail. Collier says In his
that Romero tried to Interfere
with him when he was In Lie act of
arresting a man who had drawn a
weapon against a city officer,
"The King of Tramps" which comes
to tbe opera house here December 15,
is a rollicking show of American fun
and Yankee Doodle music. A vehicle
to drive your cares and sorrows away;
a show that you can bring your sweetheart, wives and mothers also your

EDITION
80 jiagM. 2.000 Illustration!.
Diamonds, Watchis, Jewelry, SilverThe newest styles.
ware.
The
buying advantages of our three lartfe
stores mean a saving for you. The
in this Catalog will
suggestions
make your Christmas shopping easy,

No.

14

K

7.

.26.00

Solid Gold

No.

pa" "a VJrta we

Eos Angeles,

or Wuhham Movement

n,

15.00

14K Solid Gold Brooch

or Chatelaine Pin. Very

ney. E.qoi.itdy

California

Oar veil.

Rose

Finish.

A DOLLAR IN BANK
your pocket, because
You know It is safer;
You are not so liable

to spend

it

needlessly;
You can make It earn for you 4
interest if you deposit It here for a

given time.

with us?

if you are on speaking
terms not forgetting the litlltt ones.
A performance
that, is .lively, clean,
wholesome ami refreshing, entirely
different from anything you have ever
soon before; a show you have all been
waiting for.

many

in Every Respect.
EUROPEAN PLAN.

Corner Don Gaspar Avenue and Water St.

Bori Ton

WITH

Restaurant

BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.

Short Order
Ife

John V. Conway.

1

Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,
Writing Desks,

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

The Largest Stock of

CORRICK & HUMPH

R.JJY,

Bon-Bo-

120

Props.

Ever-Read-

'

.

If you wish your Chrislmas dinner t(, he perfect, you should
purchase
a
Roaster," the liest master for 1'onltry or Meat on
the market.
There are hundreds of articles, besides those mentioned, wlijeh we offer for sale at prices as low as is consistent, anil which we will he pleased

.

to show you.

San Francisco Street.

VAW SKSSS SS

VA

Don't forget our large and complete
bindery and Job department. All work
handled promptly and In the most
manner. One trial makes you
a permanent patron.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacture
ing Company.

The New Mexican Printlug Company
prepaed to do the best of brief
work iu short order and at very reasonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave their
oraers.

A fine and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of jewelry ha3 just
been purchased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as
The
genuine and as represented.
manufacture of Mexican iiligree jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work in that line is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets,
rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and in
the shops of the company by special
design and to suit customers in short
order and from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'jg
uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Gaspar
Avenue, Laughlln
building.

NEW

MEXICAN

Ever Shown pn Santa Fe at the

BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
Com-- !
bv the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Missouri Code
Pleading forms,
Pleadings, $6; the two for 910; Adapt-eto New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; (nil
leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuInpreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10,
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation CorMinporation Laws 75c; Compilation
of
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.
d

LEO

S-pS-Oj

I

. . .

FLOUR. HAY.

WHOLESALE
nd

GRAIN, POTATOES,

(RETAIL

nt.ALERS

"f

SALT and sEEDs.

N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.

The New Mexican Printlug
Is prepared to All promptly and THE ONLY EXCLUfclVt GRAIN HO USE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
Butchers' shipping certificates, such and prices.
lV
WTT?
TXT1
as are required by law, printed In
Mexican
The New Mexican Printing Company
blank form by the New
Subscribe for the Daily Xew
has on hand a large supply of pads
and get the news.
Printing Company,
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
much the largest asset we bare in our business.
To have our
sell them at five cents In book form,
THE NEW MEXICO
customers
to their friends, "Every statement made fcy S. Spiti
Com-pau-

--

YOUR GOOD WILL,

Sole

gaj

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S. Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.
LUTHER FOSTER, President
;

(P. O.) Agricultural College, N.

f

M.

It Is Much Cheaper
and much more sat-

good deal quicker
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
Springs, Pue-bipeople in Denver, Colorado
Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Cerrillos
n
Cernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reasono,

able than the telegraph.

I.

Agent For

for.

Mails order promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38.

An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mesilla Valley.

'I-.-

can be relied upon" i th

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

Be-le-

w

For Ladies

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic F'iols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps.
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases.
Chafing Dishes.

SERVICE

S

FINE RIGS

S

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
HOLIDAY RATES.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets from Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado, Pueblo, Colorado and
Colorado Springs for one fare for the
round trip date of sale Dec. 22. 23,
24, 25, 30, 31 and January 1. Final return limit Jan. 4th. For further inforG. H. DONART,
mation call on
Agent A., T. & S. F., Santa Fe, N. M.

A

'IIHl

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Dishes.

For Gentlemen

Santa Fe Livery Stable

Is

place to take your
meals and rest. The best in the city.
Members of the Legislature and Withers
Don't
$25 per
forget this.
month. Near Capitol building, 114
Cerrillos Road.
MRS. BRAULIA PLOMTEAUX,
Proprietress.

LIVERY STABLE

III

Boxing Gloves,
Carpenter's Tools.

Presents for Girls

ma v

v

v v v v wvvt vvw vv

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Wl

Boy's Saddles,

,

Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knives,

HENRY KRICK

CALL UP 'PHONE

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes-IrisMails,

Single-Barre-

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

HOUSE,

First-Clas- s

w

FIRST-CIyAS-

An excellent

HOTEL.

x.

Kidneys

THE PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING'

CONNECTION

"B. & B." Ice Skates,
Winchester
Rifles,
l
Shotguns,

LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

FISCHER DRUG CO.

ttTTTTTTtTTTTTT.TTTTTTTTTTTT1'TTtTT?TTtTTt
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Restorative

.N

Presents fo Boys

pHABERDASHERl3 I
EHLE'S EHLE S EHLE'S

I

v.

"What to Buy," is a sp.;c.ter, which, like "l)aii(iio's ;host," will not down,
If you will allow us, we think, we can assist, you in this perplexing
liy a few timely suggestions, like the following:

Foot-Balls-

Dr. Shoo

I

THE N0RMANDIE

The Question

Can Be Found at the Santa Fe

Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
Let us assist you with the
conveniences this bank affords.

Best Day of All the Year
has nlilioHt arrived, lint if you wish it to lie a really "Merry Christinas,"
you must, ih) your share in the giving of presents, for there is no Joy lil(t)
thai, of nisi K
(i Ik rs happy.

Christmas Presents
FOR MEN

Weak Kidneys,
urely point to weak kidney
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and th
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
itlelf, but in the nerves that control and guide
and strengthen them. Dr. Snoop's Restorative it
a medicine speelflcully prepared to reach thesa
controlling nervus. To doctor the Kidneys alone.
Is tutile. It is a waste ot lime, and of moaey at
well.
II your back aches or Is weak, if the urina
icalds, or isdark and strong, if you have symptom!
of Brlghts or other distressing or dangerous kidney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month-Tab- lets
or Liquid and see what it run and will
do for you. Druggist recommend and soil

Is worth more to you than a dollar in

,

I

Mufflers. Ties, Gloves. Handkerchiefs. Hats,
Fancy Vests, Bath Robes, Smoking Jackets,
in Fact Everything that's Suitable for

mother-in-la-

woadway and fourth 5t.

Hun.inn Case,
Elijin

"
,L"

:THE:

wammmmmmmmmmmmMsmmmJ

fur it Today

&

FIVE.

CHRISTMAS

9

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS

"Rennif
" v w tt

Co,ffri
PAGE

CHRISTMAS

I

com-plain-

New Jewelry Catalog No. 49

Write

Of

8AXTA FE XEW MEXrCAX, SANTA EE, N. M.

1906.

SPARKS, manager.

SODA WATER

!

Any Flaver YoV Dee re.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.
I

THE

PLAZA

BARBER

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
1.50
Electrical Baths
."
25
Baths
Other
Parlors located West Side Plawi
W. H. KERR, Proprietor,

....

entirely satisfactory.

It

ia a great

satisfaction to buy at a store like tkia. Every article tarries with

it our guarantee.

C

SPinT7

3.

WILLIAM H PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
Leading Toneorlal Parlor In Santa Fe.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuaa.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First- Claw Barton.
East Bide of Plaza. South ot Foetal
Telegraph Office.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

Reliability is out watchword and every tali we make ii closed

only after the purchase prove

SHOP

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Country; send ticket
In and get cash for it; tran
sactlona guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

very beat recommendation we can itrive

P

Island
,

gpiogolboPS.

.

UA

UaM&ln

neucai

Bantuta, ftutot

u

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Ha

Wan,

,
Oaala, Twq
W9TV: Ta Man

Oam-at-

Mm

Feat
s
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an4 Unta IfMi WwH,
and Othar m
af EnijtMiH

SPECIAL SALE
Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM

PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

SAXTA Fit

PAGE SIX.

Mall and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
Hosivell, N, M., and Torrancfl, N. M.t
Kuiinlng time between the two
dally
Sunday Included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished at
with all trains on the Rock Islaud Camp Xeedmore, free of charge,
Excursion parlies accommodated by
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m,
notifying the company two days in
Leave Torrauce en arrival ot Rock advance.

MEXICAN. SANTA FE. X. M.

BON TON RESTAURANT.
SHORT ORDER BILL OF FARE.

WANTS

Roswell Automobile Co.

S EW

CATTLE RECEIPTS

MEATS.
Pork Chops
P. H. Steaks
Ham and Eggs
Veal Cutlets
Mutton Chops
Liver and Bacon

Wlennerwurst
Pork Sausage
Eggs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Came
FOR SALE Fine business property Frljoles and Navy Beans
Pozole, Tamales
Sau Francisco St. 0. C. Watson & Co,
OYSTERS.
RoastAGENTS FOR THE BUICK AND POPE TOl EDO AUTOMOBILES.
A position by a German Fried, Stewed, Dscalloped, Pan
WANTED
ed, Oyster boat, Raw, Any Old
10
Grant Avenue,
cook.
Inquire
Style.
Thonu U".
Two of the best known and best
FISH.
Address all enmmunieatlons and In
machines for all purposes on the
Heads, Red
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms Spanish Mackerel Bull
to
the
market,
qnlries
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
for light housekeeping. Good location
Shrimps, Halibut, Salmon, Pike,
.M. ('. Miller.
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.
GAME.
HOUSES TO RENT.
Spring Chicken
Houses to rent, lease or for Bale, Teal Duck
furnished or unfurnished, good loea
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
tions. Call on the reliable firm. Hughe
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza
One of the best fruit ranches in
AGENTS
Canvassers, mixers, pert northern Santa Fe County, about ten
illers, solicitors, mail order people ty miles from this city, Is for salw
M
elc, should buy Kramer's Book of at a barealn. For particulars apply to
Santa Fe
Trade Secrets. Regular price- ?.r.00, Max. Frost, Box No. C.-ft
but balance of last edition for $1.25 Now Mexico.
w
as long as they last. Guaranteed. Or
m
der quick. Sioux Publishing Co., Siv
D, &. R. G. SYSTEM
therland, Iowa.
bouse.
FOR RENT Four-rooquire "M", New Mexican.,

In

--

Roswell Automobile Co

New Mexic.

Roswell,

EL PASO ROUTE

FOR SALE General merchandise
business on the El Paso & South'
western in eastern New Mexico. Stock
$15,000, to $20,000. Flue opportunity
for right party. Can explain good
reason for selling. Locality health
test In New Mexico. Address Inquiries
to this paper,

m

a
w

T

PACIFIC

W

w
w

Don't forget our large n& complete
All
bindery and job department.
work bandied In the most
manner. One trial makes you a per
manent customer.

M

This handsome solid vestibuicd train runs through to New Ot- leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carrie through
steepen Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, East and Southeast.

g
2
K

$

Dec ember lOlli, 1905.
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Trains stop at Einbmlo for d iner
where good meals are served.
At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton
and Intermediate points.
At AlamoBK for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate
points via the stand
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ard gauge Hue, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
North Bound
South Hound
entire trip In daylight and passing
Statloui.
Altl No 2
No
Ml
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GOROB
also for all points on Creede bianch.
1
Fe... Ait 7,000)
l.v....Sauta
" ....Duuaciaua..
8.650
1. m
S. K. HOOPER.
X.40UI

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

FAST
TRAIN.

POT

Tf

Santa Fe Branch.
Effective

1

NEW

211

TRAIN
SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

Mountain

p. in.

NEW

, IL

P10,

IS
S.16

TOrfMNCE

TnNia,

STEAM"!;"

8,3711

,m

6,175
6,14)1

American
Collection
Agency.

t'F.'JW.ji.,

QATLWtY.'

FAIT PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.

,050
S, 125

No fue'i'hnrgeil
milesH porootlo n
in made. Weinak e
collections lu nil parts of the II. S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON,

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., wltii
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Washington, and the Great
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrance for all
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Noa. 43 and 44. Pull
man berths reserved by wire.
Far ratea and Information address

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, v.

Clark....

Stanley,..,
Morlarty . .
Molutosh..
Kitancia...
Wlllard...

"
6.125UI
" ....I'rogreno..
Miofio
6,iW-"
Klanca..
Arr.... Torrance., Lvel

ti
7

(im. Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.

Traveling Passenger Agstit,
El Paso, Texai.

w

"

ft. 05
6.3U

TIX.

E. P.

"
"
"
"

4.10
4.35

I'lino

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or addreas,
E. W. CURTIS,
Boutkwettern Pauengtr if ml,
,.

" ...Vega IJlanott.
"
Kennedy...

2. U0
a 25
2 6U
3 41)

TICT

TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

41.1

TOI'KKA,

....

New Mexican

KANSAS,

LOCAL

Depart.
S: 15 a. m.
4:20 p. m.
7:40 p. m.
connects with Nos. 10 and
2 east and No. 3 limited west.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9
west.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
, No.
to Albuquerque, to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 will leave Lamy at 9:40 a.
in. and will not. wait for No. 2 from
.No. 722
No. 724
No. 72D

Lost From

Hunting Party and Killed
Himself With His

Mu-

Rifle.

Tucson Ariz., Dec. 14. Republicans
will lie in control of the new
city government here as a result of the municipal election held last Monday.
They elected the mayor and three
aldermen. Charles S. Black, Republl-cacandidate for mayor, was given a
mnjority of 250 over L. H. Manning,
the present incumbent. Adolf Bail
was elected as councilman at large
and C, E. Hutchinson and Rudolph
Rasmusseii were the successful ward
councilmen. The Democrats managed
to
Frank Treat recorder and
.lames Flynn assessor and collector.
The only Issue was the question of
municipal ownership of the lighting
plant which was favored by the Republicans. Both parties had declared
for the continuance of the
regime and in favor ot a higher
saloon license.
,

Wlnslow, 'Ariz., Dec. 14. Suffering
the pangs of hunger and thirst after
wandering around lu the woods unable to find his companions on a
hunting expedition, George Henry deliberately shot himself to death In a
lonely spot In the Mogollon Mountains. His body was found several
days later by his wife and the other
members of the party. The corpse
was in a kneeling position with a rifle
between his knees where he had held
It when he fired the fatal shot. The
bullet eii'lered the mouth and passed
through the brain. Mrs. Henry was
nearly prostrated when she saw the
body of her husband and realized the
manner ot his death. The party was
hunting for deer

g

RUNAWAY COUPLE MARRIED
AT ESTANCIA LAST WEEK.

Eslancia, N. M., Dec. 14. Miss Sal- lie Grumble and William Owens of
White Oaks, who eloped from that
place nearly a week ago, were married here last week. They came to

Catarrh Cannot be Cured

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS. atliey cannot
roach the seat of the dineae. Calarrb in a
blood or constitutional dlaeaxe. and in order
'? 9!!r?." J''! muHt ,akB interiiftl retredles.
Hill s Catarrh
Cure in tnkmi i.,.a.....,ii
arts directly on the blond and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a unarli
medicine. It was proscribed by one of the
best physicians in this country lor years and
is a regular prescription . It Is composed of
the best tonics known, combined
with the
best blood piirifters. actios; directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
of the
Ingredients is what produces uch
wonderful renults in ciirinu Catarrh. Send
for testimonials free.
K J CHUNKY
:.. Props.. Toledo, (.
Nild hv Driict'lstn.
',r,o.
Take Hall's Family I'ilU tor constipation.

to

Estancia from Carrizozo, secured a
license and a minister performed the
marriage ceremony in tho parlor hotel here, it is understood they then
left for Carrizozo. The girl's mother
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING! CO.
objected to the marriage because of
The Mexican Central has recently
the youth of the bride and because
she did not like tho groom.
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
The New Mexican csa do printing to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
equal to that done In any of the large ibence via the famous Ward Steamcities. Our solicitor; Every piece of ship Line to Now York. The return
work we turn out. Try our work once will be by rail over any line to El
and you will certainly come again. We Paso. The entire trip, covering thouhave all the facilities for turning out sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
every class of work, Including one ot famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities ot the Unithe best binderies In the west.
ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
If you cannot afford to pay for a more delightful
trip can not be
r
privileges are
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly planned, as
New Mexican Review and get thf allowed and the tickets are good foi
cream of the week's doings. It is t one year from the date of sale. The
SCARLET FEVER
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
good paper to send to your friends.
"Paris of America." Further infor
IN BISBEE The
public Is showing ua apprecla mation can be secured by addressing
tlon of the attractive circulars sent A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Epidemic Said to Be Under Control out by the New Mexican
D. Murdock, As
Printing Paso, Texas, or W.
Schools Are Still
Company, in regard to rubber stamps. sistant General Passeugor Agent, City
Closed.
of Mexico.
Ilisliee Ariz., Dec. 14. Although the
Blank
Butchers'
CertifiShipping
scarlet fever epidemic here is now un- cates for sale
by the New Mexioan
Subscribe for the Daily New Mex!'
der control and there Is hardly any
Printing Company.
can and cet the news.
It
a
out
of
again, at
breaking
danger
meeting of the local physicians and
school trustees it was decided best
not. to open the
public schools for
another week. The doctors slated that
it was entirely a precautionary measure and to permit the medical fraternity to discover any new cases without, jeopardizing the health of school
children not now suffering from the
disease. At the present time it. is
stated that there are only three cases
In t'bat way you'll loam just how good its service Is. There is
in the city and they are under strict
no other way.
You'll find modern equipment
quarantine. Tho patients are
Chair cars and Pullmans; and Harvey meals.
Several trains to choose from.
A low rate will be made from December 1st to 4th Inclusive, final
return limit December 10th.
$11.30, to he exact. Why not make your trip then?
International Live Stock Exposition, December
stop-ove-

To Chicago.

b

,

M GRANDE

U.

H. DONART.

Agent, Santa Fe, N.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

AND

REALTY

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Easiness of

f

I

COMPANY,

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

For ritMtrtl AdTertiainff Mattef M Inferaatloa Addret
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. k., DENVER, COLORADO, or
k. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SAMTA FE, HEW MEXICO,
'wreaawwuy.. mmiummmwmaammBammmm

.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tir esoa Delays at Any Station.

II. DONART,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
City Ticket Office, Catron Block, east
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

aa aaaaai

New piBxlco Employment Bureau

PULLMAN

G.

M.

Scenic Line of tnc Wotld."

t and West
Connection nt Danrwr with H liac
Tune at Quick and Rates a Low as Oth ar Lines.

west.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
RATES SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Christmas and
During the
holiday season, the Santa Fe Central
ha instructed
lis agents to sell
round trip excursion tickets tinder the
Tickets for
following conditions:
round trip between points on the Simla Fe Central may be sold by the
agents at the rate of one regular first
class fare between December 22 anil
December 31, 1900, and on January 1.
1907.
The tickets so sold shall be
good for continuous passage in each
direction, the start to be made on the
day the ticket is sold. Tlckols will
lie good for return until and on January 4.

Elected Four Officials on Ticket
nicipal Ownership of Light
Plant.

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

p. m.

No. 720

Hie

of

izzziziTO h

10: in a. m.
C.50 p. m.

11:15

?eeders on the Market
Prices 10 to 15 Cents
Higher.
Kansas City Stock Yards, Dec. 10.
A good supply of Colorado and other
western cattle have been coining for
the lust two weeks, and the supply
has beoh running more to stockers
arid feeders than any time before this
season. Practically no beef steers
from the range were Included last
week, but there were some very good
cowsr and he quality of the stockers
and feeders from the west was the
best of the season and prices the
highest. The market has been firm
since the middle of last week, with a
tendency toward higher prices, and today there is a positive advance of 10
to 15 cents on stockers. and feeders,
beef grades, both cows and steers are
strong to 10 higher. Late last week
the season's record prices for feeders
was paid, at $1.35 and $1.50 for 850
to
Colorados, while the bulk
of the stockers und feeders sold at
$:j,75 to $4.25, a few low grade Blockers at $3.00 to $:i.50. Colorado cows
sold at $;s.oo to $3.50 mainly, with
quite a number of sales at $3.50 to
$3.75, winners $2.25 to $1.60. Panhandle cows sold mostly at $2.35 to $2.80,
the best cows selling at $2.75 to $3.15,
some New Mexico stockers at $3.35 to
$1.00, range bulls $2.25 to $3.00. Several lots of Christmas wntle are here
today, full loads selling it $6.65 and
odd head up to $7.00.
Sheep and lamb offerings are practically all fair to good fed stuff, very
few lots of gixid to choice stuff includ
The market Is stronger than a
ed.
week ago, run 5,000 today, market
strong. Buyers take the desirable
stuff readily at strong prices, without
regard to outside influences. There
is nothing above medium grude here
today, but. lambs are quotable at $6.75
lo $7.50, anything desirable at $7.25 or
better, yearlings at $5.75 to $6.50,
weathers $5.00 to $5.75, ewes $4.50 to
$5.35. Not much stock or feeding
stuff is available, but such as arrives
finds ready sale.
J. A. RICKART,
Livestock Correspondent.
Plenty

1906.

14.

REPUBLICANS CONTROL STARVING MAN
TO WIN OF TUCSON
ENDS HIS LIFE

kaaJm JLaaaaa a aa AAAaaaaaa

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.

No. 721
No. 72:J
No. 725

JKANSAS CITY

DECEMBER

Go Santa Fe

advertisers get trade

DENVER

44

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Ft,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver & Rio Grcnde Railr oad.

Attorney.

Kansas Avenue.

If son cannot alTord to aav Tor a
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
General Passenger Agent, Sauta Fe. New Mexiean Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile good paper to send to your friends

Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Terrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leavos Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.

FRIDAY.

Non-Residec-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room House.
--
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Lot.

Good Location.

Ft tilt Trees.

w.

Large
Plenty of
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special attention given to handlln g of passengsrt and freight,
Route your freight via the Chlcag o, Roc a'rnd 4 Pacific Rai'waw.
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your buslnets respectfully solicit ci
f

r"

W. H. ANDREWS,
Prta. and Gen. Mgr.

ft. B. GRIMSHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

FRANK DIBERT,
Aast 8ec'y and Treat.
A. u. GFLM3HAW,
A P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Oaneral Offices. Bar U Ff. New Mexico.

REJVUN6TON

101 Palace Avenue.

Viitne Ne.

111.

TYPEWRITERS
MEW MEXICAN PBINTWS

Kentucky Saloon.

CO

J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

Dealero,

Santa

'
San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
' '
of
finest
the
imported wines and cordials served to customers
Only
the best of whiskies and brandies, do mestic and imported, a specialty. Superior brands of cigars.

261

P. R. a.
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PRINTERS

The flew Mexican Printing Company

PUBLISHERS . .
BOOK BINDERS

Publishers of

Best Equipped and Nost Fjodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKSWholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Loose Leaf Ledgers

Commercial Bank Books

and Briefs for Lawyers.

Records

THE
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All Work Guaranteed

NEW MEXICAN
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NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish
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Daily

SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Beat
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

Belen ia 31 miles outh of Albuquerque,

j

N. M.,

of the Main Line of the Santa Fe

,t

the

junc-tio-

a

East and West from. Chicago, Kama City, Galvesto and
and
points East to San Francisco, Lot Angeles, El Paw
Old Mexico.

Sfe Inevitable

1,000 business and residence lots, siw

out with broad 80 and

Main
1WH),

by Ruby

laid

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees ; .public school house, costing $16,000; church-

By IZOLA FORRESTER
Copyright,

tlxUG feet,

streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo- ot

Douultui

"Walt," luufjhed Jolly Allan, prophet-IcallwaggluK his forcttuer at the
two figures lu the hammock. "Jimt
you girls wait until the luevltable man
shown up and see where your friendship will be. Pouf! Biug! Up In
smoke."
"There have been men"
began
Irene loftily.
"I said the inevitable man," protested Jolly "the man, the right and only
one. 1 know there have been; wasn't
I one of them last year? But, honest,
It will do me a world of good to see
the right one come along and have
both of you girls fall lu love with blm-ytastes are so similar, you know."
He dodged the cushion that whizzed
from the hammock in his direction
dexterously. "And then see the tumble
lu girl loyalty. You won't speak to
each other, and every time the other
one goes by with the inevitable man
the one that's frozen out will say,

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three hoBelen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New
Meiieo.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad
tels, restaurants, etc.,

city in the

sear future cannot

"HI

The

Systemleading

Located on Belen
ALL

be estimated.

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND
GO

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, wril graA
ed (many of them improved by cr.Itivation) ; no saad ot
gravel.

a Cret class bakery,

We aoed

tailor

ao

'nov,

d wool

house, jeweler, plumbing ehoj.. planing mill, con

yard, drug utore, luniesis shop, ete.j etc., else a f rst elus,
modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and ieimi oi easy paymtnts;
d
title perfect; warranty deedB.
purchase money,
Two-thircanh.
may remain or note, with mortgigs seOne-thir-

BELEN TOWNSITE
PmiiiMO. M.

LIMITED

R'y

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the
JOHN JBECKI1,

FAST

Santa Fe

of

Cut-of- f

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest
i$ o
Apply at jnce for map aad

them.
to

frw,

tw

the choicMt Iota, te

XS1Q11, IterwUiy.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

our

'Cat.'"
"Jolly, there Is a limit, you know,
even to your Imagination." Dorothy
Arnold rose from the hammock and
stood a moment, her arms upraised as
she fastened In some refractory hairpins. They were pretty arms, plump,
tanned and bare to the elbows. So
was their owner pretty the very prettiest girl at Northern Lights except
one, and that one her closest friend,
Irene Netliersby.
It was nearly a month since the two
girls had come to the Inn at Northern
Lights to spend their summer vacation.
The "Lights" was not a fashionable
resort, strictly speaking; Its guests and
their doings were not chronicled lu the
Sunday papers, but to those who knew
and loved It It had beauties far beyond Newport or Atlantic City. Perched high on the pine crested bluff overlooking the s.ea was the Inn. Winding
woodland paths led to it from the
shore, and back In the hills were trout
brooks and deep glens. Long before
the Inn and Its satellite cottages had
been there the lighthouse had held Its
own upon the rocks of the bluff, and It
was the light from Its lamps which
had given the north point of Shelter
Island Its name, Northern Lights.
It was an odd summer crowd that
filled the Inn students resting, students stpdyiug, people In search of
peace above all and yet about these
steady guests, who came year in and
year out, there played perpetually the
trausleut, merry summer butterflies.
Who came and wont with the weekly
steamer.
Jolly Allan was a permanent fixture.
As son of the owner of Northern
Lights at large he occupied a privileged
position. But even with Dorothy's dark
eyes gazing at him lu haughty disapproval he did not retract one word.
"Just wait," he said. "Last year ha
didn't come, but he will this time."
Arm In arm the two girls walked
leisurely down one of the cliff paths
that led to the boat landing. Both
were tall, both slender and golden haired as sisters, but Dorothy's eyes were
dark and grave, and Irene's were blue
as the bluebells that grew in the rock
crannies at her feet. They were cousins and college mates as well. Every
year only drew them nearer together
and made their friendship more sure,
and with all their little love affairs
there had never been a shadow of
rivalry.
Halfway down the bluff the path
made a turn, and a rustic bench had
been built there. Kneeling on It, the
girls leaned their elbows on the back
and watched the White Queen steam
smoothly to the dock and disembark
her usual quota of city deserters.
It was sunset, and the sea lay silent
and rlppleless, stained crimson and
purple from the sun's rays. Most of
the passengers were taking the main
road up to the Inn. Only one figure
came toward them, a figure In gray
flannel, and as he came he whistled.
The girls watched him Idly, disinterestedly, without moving from their position.
ileu were common at the
"Lights," even men in gray flannels who
'
whistled. But as he came up the path
and faced them at the turn they realized that this mau was different. It
wasn't anything special about him he
was merely a strapping, healthy youngster, clear eyed, clean shaven, with lips
ready to whistle or smile and brown
above his tanned forhair
eheadbut It was the quick, frankly astonished look In his eyes that disarmed
them as he glanced from one face to
the other, a look that spoke volumes,
but volumes with a double dedication.
"Is this the right way to the inn?" he
asked.
Dorothy did not answer. After that
flrat look In the stranger's eyes she
had looked out at the crimson sea.
Irene flushed slowly and pointed up
the path.
"It Is up there where the gray towers
are," she said, and he lifted his gray
traveling cap and went on, but he did
not whistle."
For a few minutes neither girl spoke.
Then Irene sighed, half to herself, and
slipped her arm around her cousin's
waist,
"Dolly, wouldn't It be odd If lie were
said
the one? You know what Jolly
v
the Inevitable man."
And Dorothy pushed back her hair
with a quick, half Impatient gesture as
she turned from the sea.
"It Is late," she said. "Yes, It would
be odd If be were the one."
As Jolly said a week later, he was It
11
right. And" gradually Jolly's smile
that-wave-

deepened, and he wont nbout with til
hands In his white duck pockets, wear
lng a mystical look of wisdom beyond
mortal ken, for his prophecy was' coming true.
Dudley Graham was the stranger's
name. Jolly exulted In It. It couldn't
have been better. And when, after a
couple of days), Dudley showed himself
possessed of an unlimited "wad" to
boot and a disposition to scatter It
Jolly's admiration changed to respect,
and he hoped Dudley's choice would
full on Dorothy, because for himself he
always had preferred blue eyes.
But Dudley apparently had no choice.
The cousins were the prettiest gtiis at
the "Lights." Therefore he made love
to both of them with absolute Impartiality. And he was an artist at lovemaking no ordinary piazza mooning
or woodland strolls, but ut daybreak,
when all the world lay in a bridal veil
of pearl and diamond, he would take
the girls out for a sail or send them
up great clusters of forest flowers to
say good morning for him.
"Which oucV" asked Jolly, and every
one at the "Lights" echoed the question. Perhaps no one thought it often-e- r
than the girls themselves. GradualThere was no
ly they drew apart.
open quarrel, nothing to gossip over,
but all the old sweet comradeship was
broken, and except when Dudley was
with them they walked aud lived
alone.
To Dorothy It was a wonderful thing,
this strange new love, something not
to be breathed of, and yet her eyes
never met Graham's that she did not
feel vaguely sorry for Irene. And
Irene, winsome, gay hearted, was oddly quiet and restrained these days,
and. hearing Graham's voice In her
ears as they two bent over the
sail, she felt her heart ache for
dip-plu- g

poor Dorothy.
And then, as Jolly called It ever after, there came the day of decision. It
was a gray day, threatening, squally,
bringing with It a preui'ituru tang of
September chill. Graham was going
out In his yacht, the I.orelle.
As he
came down the steps of the piazza
Dorothy joined him, tall and slender,
in her rain cout and hatless.

Graham hesitated and glanced to
whore Irene stood.
"Afraid 7" he asked laughingly, and
she took the challenge, not because of
his words, but because of Dorothy and
her silence.
"There's a storm coming," called
lolly. "I'll get the life savers ready to
go out after you."
It was only a jest, and half au hour
later Jolly, lu his big hearted, rough
way, would have given all he owned to
call It back, for out on the gray sen
the little white winged yacht swirled
aud dipped as the storm swept down
on It, aud when the darkness had lifted
there' was a cry from those watching
from the inn, aud down at the little
white life saving station below the
lighthouse they were pushing out the
lifeboat.
Keel up' the I.orelie drifted, but before the lifeboat reached It they found
a figure swimming for shore, a hearty,
strong, athletic youngster, one Dudley
Graham, who hud kept his presence of
mlud and resolved to save said Dudley Graham's precious life at all hazards.
"Go ahead," called Tom Hardy, the
captain of the crew to him. "Go ahead;
you're doing finely. Keep it up. We
wouldn't stop you for the world."
And they left him swimming for
shore aud made straight for the overturned yacht, where two girls held
each other above the peril of the sea.
"Take Irene first," said Dorothy. .
"Dolly first," gasped Irene as Tom
lifted her Into the boat.
The next moruiug Jolly sat ou the
piazza srafllng buoyantly to two figures
In the hammock.
."He went on the early boat," be said
But was
blithely. "Congratulations.
not he a really lovely specimen? For
fair weather, I mean. Wasn't he"
"Jolly," Interposed Dorothy, "even
the Inevitable can be postponed, can't
It? We Irene and I have decided
that our Inevitable man must be twins."
A

Floral Freak.

.

There Is a singular floral freak called
the "occasional" flower for the reason
that It has no particular time to bloom.
It Is said that when closed the occasional flower Is In color and form something like a ripe poppy head, but with
the stem attached. Submerged In a
bowl of water for a few minutes and
then taken out and placed by Its stem
In an empty bottle, the outer petals
begin In' several minutes to open out.
This process lg slow, but distinctly noticeable. The petala,.coutIuue to. rlso

SIRES AND SONS.
and to expand unfir they gradually recede. When this action Is completed
It Is now estimated that John 1,
It resembles In appearance the sunRockefeller controls over $.",000,000,000.
flower. The occasional flower remains
Colonel Henry Mapleson, the operatic
thus open for, a few hours, during
and dramatic manager, has received
which time, the state of humidity lessthe cross of the Legion of Honor from
ening by degrees, the fiber begins to the French
government.
shrink and the petals close up gradStanley MeCorniick of Chicago has
ually in the same way that they openhome In
ed until the flower resumes Its former purchased the handsome
Washington now occupied by Congressposition. It is said that, properly nourman John K. Iteyliurn of Philadelphia
ished, with regard to temperature and
a cost of $i:iO,ooo.
at
occathe
arid
air,
carefully handled,
Dr. Jameson, who led the famous
sional flower never decays or degenerraid into the Transvaal, receives the
ates In Its radiance and splendor.
comfortable legacy of $ t'Jo.lKMi from
the estate of the late Mr. Belt, the
Element, of 1'utlioM.
South African millionaire.
"Don't you think there Is pathos In
Martin F. Ansel, who will be Inau
the death of summer, the falling of the
gurated governor of South Carolina
leaf, the flight or the birds, the"-- next January, is of German descent.
"Pathos? Sure thing. Why, I just
His
parents were married in Philadellooked over my last, winter's underwhere they lived for some time
phia,
clothes, and there isn't a single garbefore going to South Carolina.
ment fit to
Ledger.
Count Augustus Kuleuberg, grand
marshal of the German emperors
A Surf.-ltel- l
Cyillf.
court, is believed to hold the record
"Remember," said the melodramatic In the matter of decorations, (if these
man, "there are things In this life that
coveted jewels he possesses about
money cannot buy."
eighty, his broad chest being too small
the
answered
"Yes,"
impecunious to wear all of them at once.
of
person wearily, "but I had enough
Solomon Gompers, father 'of Samuel
them long ago. What I want now Is a
Gompers, the president of t tie Amer
change." Washington Star.
,
ican Federation of Labor, lives at
TRAINING DOG POLICE.
Mass. He Is seventy-eigh- t
years
old aud has been totally blind for nine
Breaking In ut the Seine Patrol One years. He was born in Loudon, where
of the Siitliln of l'nrln.
he joined a trades union In 1X19.
The training of the young 'NewBaron Koumra's father died deeply
added
are
foundlands that
periodically
in debt, aud a very large part of the
to the staff Is one of the sights of
son's scanty salary had to be devoted
Purls. It takes place in the headquarto meeting the liabilities. It is said
ters of the agents plougcurs, a small
that ou one occasion a bailiff who had
from
not
on
the
far
quayside
building
been put iuto his humble house found
the Cathedral of Notre Dame. Dogs that the
solitary article of furniture
aud men enter into the exercise with owned
by Japan's future ambassador
zest, and there Is usually a crowd of to Great Britain was a chessboard.
onlookers.
Only dummy figures are
William D. Fouss of Drab, Blair
used, but thif "rescue" is nevertheless
years
Pa., who is eighty-oncounty,
a very realistic affair. The big dogs
old, never wore stockings until three
know perfectly well what the exercise
years ago. lie nas never worn uuuermeans, and they wait with comic enor mittens, never used
gloves
wear,
thusiasm until the dummy Is thrown tobacco in
any form aud never was
Into the water and an agent plougeur sick a
day in his life. He performs all
and
on
out
the
rushes
splash
hearing
the labor ou his forty acre farm aud
While the
the nntcrv of spectators.
never stops for rain, being frequently
men are busy with lines ami life buoys soaked to the skin.
the dog plunges into the water, swims
to the dummy, watches with rare in
CURRENT COMMENT.
telligence for an opportunity to get au
advantageous hold, and then It either
Since $1,000,000 worth of old Iron has
swims ashore or waits for its master, been found In the mud on the canal
who brings to the rescue long poles,
zone Americans can better understand
cork belts and the like. The more exthe capacity of that territory to absorb
will
easily
perienced dogs, however,
money. Omaha Bee.
with
to
last
effect a rescue from first
Wheat, corn, potatoes aud cotton seed
InIs
an
out human assistance, and It
are more plentiful aud cheaper than for
them
watch
to
looking
spiring sight
several years, and but for the currency
for a foothold on the slippery sides of
famine the necessaries of life would
the
and
heavy be
the river bank
pulling
within the reach of all Washingdummy into a place of safety.
ton
Post.
It takes about four months to train
The after vacation crop of typhoid Is
the dosrs efficiently. They are also
being gathered. If those who Indulge
charged with the protection of their In
outings would le as careful of
des
the
attacked
by
masters when
sources of disease as they are when at
the
under
perate ruffians who sle,ep
home, there would be less typhoid dearches of the bridge in summer. Thus
velopment In the autumn. Troy RecIn Paris the police dogs are a proved
ord.
success. Century.
Because of the number of homicides
In
the United States a statistician conQuite Different.
cludes that It Is dangerous to be alive.
I thought you'd forgiven
He-of
me for that and promised to forget It? However, considering the number
is
She-Y- es;
but I didn't promise to let commandments that are broken, It
to be dead. Louisdangerous
equally
it!
I'd
forgiven
you forget
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Express.
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General Express Forwarders
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All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Slates, Csraca, Ko'cc
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
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Drink null Fooft.
The average uiuu takes five and a
half pounds of food and drink each
day, amounting to a ton of solid and
liquid nourishment annually. In sev
enty years he eats and drinks 1,000
times his own weight.

Eating Arsenic.

The practice of eating arsenic Is very
common among peasants lu the moun

tainous districts of Hungary and
France. They claim that the poison
enables them to ascend great heights
without experiencing any difficulty In
breathing.
Diamond Teft.
There Is a very easy and simple way
to tell If a diamond Is gcuulne, says an
expert. Make a small dot on a piece
of paper with a lead pencil aud look at
It through the diamond. If It snows
but a single dot, the diamond is genu
ine. If It shows more than one or the
mark appears scattered, It Is false.

Italian

tia-ara- .

Italian cigars look like Pittsburg sto
gies, with bits of straw sticking out
of them.
The Funeral Hell.
The tolling of a bell at a funeral is a
purely pagan custom. The Idea was to
drive away evil spirits. Funeral bells
are known to have- been used by the
church In the sixth Century A. D.

It has been proved that from the bull)
of the coffee bean a good quality and
large quantity of alcohol can be extracted. Heretofore the bulb has been

ANIMAL ODDITIES.

double

The titmouse Is no mouse, but a bird.
A lobster fourteen Inches long will
lay 40,000 eggs.
Sparrows have so much curiosity that
they will gaze in mirrors by the hour
If not disturbed.
The eye of an Insect contains from
CO to 20,000 small eyes.
It Is really
composed of eyes.
The Colorado fox runs

faster than
any other living animal, and the chee
tah, or hunting leopard, holds second
place.
No laud animal Is known to have
naturally poisonous flesh. There are,
however, several fish whose flesh Is
deadly.

Knlghti'

.

An Kany Berth.
Mlggles There's u wonderful differ
ence between my two nephews. One of

them

Is

a born hustler, and the other

Is

too lazy to work.
WlKsles How does the lazy one
manage to exist?
Mlggles Oh, he has a job in a store
that doesn't advertise Chicago News,

A

he-fo-

0

Up to date
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Standard Typewriters

A British scientist declares that the
earth Is self heating.
There are over 2,000 dyes now obtained from coal tar, and of these, according to leading chemists, but sis are
not harmful to the health.
After many scientific laboratory trlala

6

iJJ

the

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of belter grades of printing and binding caters particularly o
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with tho Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Charg-en-

During the middle ages so heavily
burdened were the horses 'of the
knights with their own armor and that
of their riders that only the largest aud
strongest animals could be employed.
Froissart says that between 000 and
700 pounds weight was carried by a
knight's charger.

l.

SCIENCE SIFTINGS.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

useless.
So. successful lias the application of
the X rays becu in the treatment of
children suffering from ringworm that
the metropolitan asylums board, London, has been enabled to discontinue
the use of one of the two Institutions
reserved for such cases.

An I ncertu'.n, Oliltuiiry.
Georgia man wrote the followln;
ville
on an oak slab which marks a supposed
rvnve in u meadow: "This snot is
sacred to the memory of a faithful ani
INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.
mal, a white mule," born ten years
the civil war and Went through
During the last ten years the single
Bull Run to
product of sisal fiber has yielded in that war on a rush from
Lee's surrender. We ain't certain that
Yucatan the enormous sum of 297,000,-00the mule died here, but when last seen
Mexican silver dollars.
About 0,000 Irou miners in Lorraine, the faithful critter was grazing on this
more than half of the whole number Identical spot and trying to kick
flash back to the clouds."
employed In that region ou the border lightning
of Germany and France, are using Atlanta Constitution.
acetylene lamps lu their work.
There Is a strong feeling in Austria
Entirely
and Germany against
stores. At a recent meeting lu Vienna
a speaker predicted the ruin of the
mercantile class unless something was
done to check the movement,
The
The manufacture of tantalum, one ot
the hardest metals known, Iut6 sheets
aud bars Is uow, It Is said, .being practiced in Germany by the squirting
process, the material lu Its original
powdered form being mixed with water and gum tragacanth and then successfully forced Into rods and shapes
New Models.
as desired.
Courier-Journa-

Parts of the World
NNNNNHMH

ewrit

i

ompany

and
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Absolutely Reliable, Always.

Wyckoff, Scamans & Benedict
.127 Bmsdmy. New York.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSB THEY 8AVB
DAYi.
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
PRICE-LIS-

T

... .1J
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3i inches long. .20
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over inches long. . , .ft &
Each additional line on samt stamp, 80c.
e
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same pric.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lite.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, lie extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate pricei.
inch ia lixe, w chirp
Where type used is over one-hainch or frMtioa,
for one line for each one-naDATES, ETC.
.Jl.W
Local Dater, any town and date for ten yean
iOe
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
84
Dater
line
Regular
$1.50
Defiance or Model Band Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cot, 1.60
1.90
Pearl Check Protector . .
SELF INEING STAMP PADS.
21x3. 25c; 2Jx4i 5c; lix61, 10c;
10c; 2x3J,

One-lin- e

lf

if

.....

lc;

ijx7j,ri.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

flEff HEXICA1 PRIJiTIJlG
SANTA FE. NEW MSXICO.

,

CO.

SANTA

EIGHT.

PACE

BAS,

Gf(0CEiS,

BUTCHERS

rocerv Telephone

PLUM

Meat Market Telephone No. 4fl.

No. 4.

For Christinas we will have a supply
in the shell. Leave orders for these

PUDDING.

Kerndell plum pudding is just as good
maybe better, than you can make
yourself. The price is less tlian It
would cost you tor the materials, labor, fuel, etc.
pound cans, each "lie.
pomid cans, each C5c.

Who

Assistant Korest Ranger Hugh H,
Harris arrived In the city today from
his post of duty In the .leniez Korest
Reserve, on a ten days' loavo of absence.
.Mr. ami Mrs. Amnion Dibert of
are In the city for a few days,
and are visiting at the homo of 'the
former's father. Prank Dlbwt, of the
Santa Vp Central Railway.
Professor C. M. Light, president of
the normal school at Silver City, and
a member of the Territorial Hoard of
Education, reached the city today to
attend the meeting of the latter or
ganization.
Professor Luther M. Foster of Las
Cruces, president of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Aits, arrived in the city on the noon
train today to attend the meeting of
the Territorial Hoard of Education.
Airs. Frank Dibert, daughters, Ihe
Misses lloloise Dibert and Dibert a liber!., and son, Scott Dibert, are expected to return home tomorrow or
next day from Los Angeles, where
the three children are attending

now.

CHRISTMAS TURKEYS.

In buying a Christinas turkey it is nol
so much a iiiesliou of price as of
2quality. We will as usual have notheastern
ing but the finest corn-feMINCE MEAT.
stock, heads and feet off. Leave orIf you have time and wish to do the ders now and we will specially select
hard work of making your own mince the size and kind you want before
meat, come to us for the. materials. putting stock on sale.

home-grow-

-

;

EADQUARTERS
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Mercantile Stationery

(Continued

f

M aanfuct

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

New Mexico.

:

MRB3F3

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
room
I

J. W.

AKERS, Proprietor.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KIWD8 OF MCILDIWG MATSJM4X

Cord mi Siov Wood Extr Dry, Cut to Fit Your Star
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
S

mnA
THAW-SF-

irX

HAG AN

a4

1TORACE:

Fhn js SaaU Fe.

Wf

Brsack Office

of th

City;s

Hl

Brtfyttiiwy Morufcl
4 Yara t CerrMlo, M. X.

For The Home People
ALL GOODS AT COST UNTIL THE HOLIDAYS.

from

Page Five.)

J. S. CANDELARIO,
THE CURIO
FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

Oyer 300 Views Of Santa

Fe,

MAIN.

CARDS

FOR

FIVE CENTS

Indian Pueblos and Hew Mexico Scenes,

DRAWN WORK AT COST
ALL OTHER GOODS TO CORRESPOND

INDIAN WARE,
301-30- 3

TURQUOISND FILIGREE SPECIALTIES

San Francisco Street.

J. S. CANDELARIO,

Proprietor.

Mexico.
"Mr. Connor, the new superintendent, is a man whom I have known in

past years, he having been a Normal
Fellow of Gallandit. College, Washington, D. C, while I was a student
there, and I know he, too, Is able to
manage that or any school to an advantage. He has the advantage of
Mr. Larson In that he can hear and
speak, and though he says the same
things of the deaf and of the work and
what is needed to carry it on successfully that Mr. Larson has said, Mr.
Connor's opinions will carry more influence because he is a hearing man.
No matter what heights a deaf mun
may attain he has always his deafness
as an obstacle In the public mind. Mr.
Larson's achievements in founding the
New Mexico School for the Deaf in
struggling times is something marvelous. No hearing man cared to do it.
It Involved hard worlt for small recomand personal
pense,
hardships "ndured for the love of f'e
deaf of New Mexico that they might
enjoy the same educational advantages as were enjoyed by the deaf
in the States.
"Now that the school is placed on
a good financial basis and is housed in
a handsome building with all modern
conveniences and comforts, and the
superintendent's salary doubled, it is
quite a different matter. I do not
think the people of New Mexico can
have any conception of the privations
and hardships Mr. Larson and both
his first and second wife endured In
founding that school, and I feel, and I
believe the people of New Mexico will
agree with me, that some recognition
of his work' Is due to the founder of
the School for Ihe Deaf of New
e

The Denver & Kio Grande train Is
reported half an hour late.
The Santa Fe Central train is reported one liour late. It arrived two
hours late last evening.
Train report at :i p. m.: Santa Fe
trains Nm. 1, 2, I!, 7, 8 and !) will arrive about midnight, there being only
one train out of Santa Fe to connect
with them. This train will leave the
depot at S::!tl p. m. Train No. 10 arrived at 11 o'clock this forenoon.
Persons having old magazines will
confer a favor by donating them to
the library of i.ln I!. S. Indian TrainClinton
ing School',.
Superintendent
.1,
Crainlall announces that, he will
sen, after them if notified where to
call.
Miss F.lizabeih

Johnson ami "Jack"
Fullcrlou stole a march, on their
friends by being married (wo weeks
The ceremony was performed
ago.
by Iiev. 15. C. Anderson, pastor of SI.
John's Methodist Episcopal Church.
So we'll was their secret
wedding
guarded that. it. has only just become
The bride Is housekeeper at
public.
tlho executive residence of Governor
llagerman, and came here from Colorado Springs. She 'handed in her resignation' ml. the time of her marriage
but, the Governor prevailed upon her
to com In no the duties until he could
find a suitable housekeeper to take
her place. Mr. Fullorton is a painter
by occupation, and is associated In
business with John V. Ratlhmann.
A. N. Pratt, a leading citizen of
Carlsbad, Eddy County, and president
of the Irrigation Commission of New
Mexico, which has been In session in
this city for several days, is abo
grand master of the grand lodge of
Freemasonry of the Territory for the
present Masonic year and will remain
In that position until tlie annual grand
communication of the grand lodge October, 11)117. During his stay in
he concluded that he would pay
an official visit to Montezuma Lodge
No. I, A. F. & A. Masons, located here.
This will lake place this' evening and
the lodge has been called to meet in
spoclal communication for that purpose at Masonic Hall at 7:30 o'clock.
II Is requested that every member of
the lodge he present and visiting Masons in the city are courteously invited to attend,
thi.-cit-

MANY SETTLERS

TO PECOS VALLEY

Bay Yoaf Christmas Gifts of

last year, and noted that In the three
columns given to It not one good word
Is said for Its founder, Mr. Lars Moore
years
Larson, who for twenty-onlived and labored there at Santa Fe
among the Santa Fe people, giving the
best years of his life to founding a
school for the poor deaf of New Mexico and to have it recognized as a
And at last
Territorial Institution.
when success crowned hla efforts and
It was recognized as a Territorial institution and was granted an appropriation by the Territorial Legislature
fur Its maintenance and a new and
handsomer building than the one
which Mr. Larson first had built, was
creeled, Mr. Larson was dismissed because he is a deaf man, and at the
age of 49 when he should be enjoying
some of the fruits of his labor. If not
as superintendent of the school for
which he labored so long and faithfully as Its superintendent and teacher, at least as teacher of the manual
class, he Is entirely put out of
for no other reason except that
he cannot hear, and is left without a
position or means of livelihood. For
because he labored for so many years
for a meager salary, when the school
was in its Infancy, giving of his own
means in many Instances to enable
deaf children In destitute circumstances to come to school, and himself and Mrs. Larson often providing
necessary clothing for destitute pupils, he is not. now as well off financially as he might have been had he
not given his life to founding the
School for the Deaf and Dumb of New
e

(,

It

Traffic Manager of Railroad Tells of
Numbers Who Passed Over Line
With Household Goods.
Traffic
Iloswell, X. M.. Dec.
Manager D. I.. Meyers of ,the Pecos
Valley & Southeastern Railway, In a
recent statement
declared that for
the twelve months ended July 31.
1900, there were received at stations
on that road 574 car loads of house-holgoods. From August to October,
1905, Inclusive, 20 cars of immigrant
outfits were unloaded at stations along
the road In New Mexico, while for the
same period In 190C, 127 car loads
were unloaded, showing a decided
t'

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
can und get the news.

Deaf

"Vancouver, Wash., Dee, 2, 19IHS.
"Mr. Max, Frost, Editor
"Santa Fe New Mexican:
"Dear Sir Will you grant me space
In your excellent paper to speak a
word for the founder of the Now Mexico School for the Deaf and Dumb?
"I have Just, read an article in the
New Mexican of November lath concerning the School for the Deaf at
Santa Fe, of which I was the matron

--

tk

for

Institute

In

Denied Himself
to Aid His Work.

We have Kerndell spices, Kerndell
FIGS AND DATES.
currants, and all the other Ingredients
from suet to beef. However, It will be New stock figs and dales now on sale.
2 lbs. Ilnest Persian dates. 2!e.
school.
more convenient to buy
I lb. Ilnest Turkish figs, 25c.
of
F. .1. Phillips, forest assistant
Kerndell mince meat in
the division or forestry of the Departjars
NEW NUTS.
Ferndell mince meat In
ment of Agriculture, who has been In
now arriving. We offer the Territory for the past six months
are
75
nuts
New
jars
new hickory nuts and black walnuts on official business making InspecCondensed mince meat in
12
at 4 lbs, '5c.
tions of various forest reserves and
packages
New York chestnuts. 25c.
Bulk mince meat, per pound .15
recommendations to the bureau conSoft Shell walnuts, Hue.
cerning them, left today for the oast,
Pecans, 25c. lie will visit Iowa on official business
Almonds, 25c.
CRANBERRIES.
I'iuones, 12
and
(Vaunts, 15c.
We have In store and transit several
and thence to Washington, D.
barrels of berries from the best bogs
thereafter to his home In Michigan.
SPECIALS.
in the I'niled States. When ordering
(leneral Manager S, 11. (Iriinshnw of
we said nothing as to price, but told We will have for Xmas, fresh shrimp, the Santa Ke Central Railway mado a
a
supthe most reliable dealer of whom we crabs and lobsters, as well as
Hying trip yesterday to Morlarty. He
have any knowledge to SEND TlIK ply of fresh vegetables. Leave onion left, on the outgoing train early in the
for these, as supply will be limited.
HEST HE HAD. They are fine.
afternoon and returned to this city on
the northbound train in the evening.
CANDY.
CELERY.
Hi? went as far as Morlarty with W.
celery for All kinds of candy for the holidays, C. llagan, secretary and treasurer of
Our supply of
to high grade
the holidays will bo especially good, from the cheapest
ihe Santa Ke Central Railway, who Is
fancy boxes, and at very reasonable returning
at
to his headquarters
crisp, clean and nutty.
'
prices, (lood mixtures at 15 cents. Pittsburg.
50
25
cents.
and
at
boxes
Very fancy
OYSTERS.
Prof. ,1. E. Clark of Albuquerque, su
We receive our oysters direct from
of Ihe public schools of
perintendent
CIGARS.
West Sayvtlle, L. I. These are the
that city, is hero attending the meetA big line of cigars suitable for bolisolid
of
Per
blue
famous
pint
points.
ing of the Territorial Hoard of Educacents. day gifts at from tl.un up per box.
meat, no water or ice water,
tion.
He is making preparations to
move to Santa Fe with him family,
and It Is understood that he will be
appointed as assistant superintendent
of public
instruction, vice Amado
Chaves, resigned.
.lose Dolores Salazar, Jose Abeyla
farmers and
and Ramon Montano,
sheep raisers of T'alma, Torrance
County, were in Santa 'Fe 'today on
business before the local lT. S. land
oflice.
They report sheep In good
condition- In Torrance County. There
is plenty of water ami the heavy fall
tht Mew M vsiran.
of snow recently promises a good sup.summer.
The
ply for the coming
ranges are also in first class shape
ami the people generally are

I

Founded
and Dumb

The Teritorial Board of Education
convened at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon in the office of live superintend
ent of public Instruction In the Capi
tol building, Professor Luther Foster
of ,.M call-t'Park, presiding as temKr-arThe other members
chairman,
present were Professor C. M, Light,
of 'Silver City, president of rhc 'Nor
mal School there, and Professor J. K.
Clark, superintendent, of tho public
schools of Albuquerque.
Professor
Hiram Hadley, superintendent of public Instruction, wan at his post as
secretary,- Professor E, J, Vert, president .of the New Mexico Normal University at East. Las Vegas, had expected to bo present at the session
this afternoon, but was unavoidably
detained at I.amy. He sent a telegram
notifying the board of his 'Inability to
b( jere before evening.
Today's session was devoted mainly to a discussion of a revision of the educational

If you only knew how much comfort
can be derived from a PERFECTION
Oil Heater how simple, and economical
its operation, you would not be without
it another day.
You can quickly make warm and cozy
any cold room or hallway no matter in
whut part of the house. You can heat
water, and do many other things with the

y

laws.
FLOODED
HARD

1906.

No More
Cold Rooms

New Mexico.

BY

14,

1

Session at Capitol Discussed Revision of Educational Laws of

MOGOLLON

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

TERRITORIAL BOARD
CREDIT DUE LARS
OF EDUCATION
MOORE LARSON

(Continued from Page Four)

Francisco Street.

t

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Personal Mention.

!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250 San

FE

RAINS

Silver City, N. M.. Dec. 14. Reports
have reached here of the flooding of.
Mogollon as a result of the recent
hard rains. The Gila River went on
a tear and after washing out sections
of Its banks spread over the low tracts
of laud adjacent to It.
At. Mogollon the Syl Gamblin property was damaged to the extent of
$l.ri0 and II. W. Johnson lost a similar
sum In damage to his residence property. Tho woodshed and porch belonging to the properly owned by
Jack Lnwson also suffered, and eight
cords of cut wood belonging to him
were swept away. Considerable damage was also done to the breakwater
on the Deep Down mill property and
around the Kerr residence property,
the sufferers were: V. Sozzo'.a and
John Croenne. The road in Chance
Canyon was badly washed. Owing to
the high water along the Gila River,
District was without
the Mogollon
mall for one week on account of thn
fords being Impassible. Passenger
and freight traffic, was also suspended
For the same length of time.

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

I

.

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

Turn the wick as high or low as voit can there's no danger.
Carry heater from room to room. All parts easily cleaned. (lives
intense heat without smoke or smell because equipped with smokeless device.
Made in two finishes nickel and japan. Brass oil f'ouut beauti- iimy emoosseu. noius 4 quarts ot on and burns 9
hours.
Every heater warranted. If you cannot get
heater or information from your dealer, write to
nearest agency for descriptive circular.

the

n

y

Lamp

A

cannot

be
equalled for

its

bright

and steady light, simple construction and absolutesafetv.
with
latest
Made of
Improved burner.
Equipped
brass throughout and nickel plated. An ornament to
,
room
wbetherlibrHry.diuing-rootnany
purloror bedroom. Every lamp warranted. Write to nearest
agency if not at your dealer's.

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

thu
NewMesicaa

SIX DEATHS IN

PECOS VALLEY
As Result of Cold and Snow in Recent
Blizzard List Still Growing
Bodies Not Recovered.

Roswell, N. M., Dec. 14 The total
number of deaths among sheep men
as a result of the recent blizzard is
now six. The body of S. T. Herd, th"
young man lost In the snow on the
Lone Tree Ranch, has not been recovered although searching parlies
have gone over the district thoroughly. The remains were probably devoured by wolves and coyotes. The
foreman on the Buckeye Ranch reports the death of several herders
whose bodies were recovered and burled on the ranch. Two more are missing on the same rancit , and their
bodies can not bo found.

jUBLISHERS

JCIO . .
BINDERS . .
K11M 1

OFFICIAL MATTERS.

Planting Station Near Santa Fe.
in the program for field work for
December, 1!)0U, prepared by Clifford
Pincbot, chief of the division of forestry of the Department of Agriculture, the following Important piece of
news to Santa Fe and to forest work
In the Territory appears-"As noted In the November program
Mexico.
a promising watershed planting pro"CORA MARGARET REED,
has been found in the Pecos Re"School
for the Deaf, Vancouver, ject
serve.
Headquarters for a nursery
Washington."
and station will probably be established on Santa Fe Creek, about six
miles from Santa Fe, on the Amanda
TEAMSTER KILLED
Boardman ranch, which the president
BENEATH WAGON of
the Santa Fe Water & Light Company has offered to purchase mid
at. tho disposal of the governSilver City, X. M., Deo, 14. The place
ment for nursery purposes."
breaking of a brake chain on tlhe wagon which ho was .driving cost the life
of Manuel Olguln,
a teamster employed by the Burro Mountain Copper Company at the Durro Mountains,
MONEY AND METALS.
several days ago. The main, was preNew York, Dec. 14. Money on call
beneath
the
wheels a.nd
cipitated
strong 7f!i.
they passed over his body, injuring
New York, Dec. 14. Prime merhim so that he died a few hours later,
cantile paper, (lC
silver, OS
lie left, a family.
New York, Dec. 1.4. Copper strong
and unchanged.
IMPORTANT ARREST
Lead steady and unchanged.
BY MOUNTED
OFFICER
St.
Louis, Mo., Dec. 14. Speller
Special to the New Mexican.
firm, 0.50.
Dec. 14. Pedro
Capltan, N. M
GRAIN,
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Consinius, who was arrested here on
Chicago, 111., Dec. ,14. Wheat, Dec.
December 7 by Mounted Officer L. F.
A

Sole Makers for INcw Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

;

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

MARKEUEP0RT.

73

78

GOAL g WOOD

May
Avant, now languishes in the county
Corn, Dec. 41
May 43
$!5.50
Itaton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
jail of Lincoln County, Conslnins was
Dec. 34
30l-8- .
Oats,
May
taken Into custody of a charge of hav."
5.00'
Nnt
Raton
Commercial
Good
Pork, Jan.. $15.08; May $10.10.
ing robbed Timeteo Anaya of $110.
Jan.
$8.C5; May, $8.77
Trinidad
Grite
Lurd,
Domestic
Screened
?mituing, Kindling,
Lump,
When apprehended $00 of the stolen
Ribs, Jan. $8.47
May $S.G()f!3
and Coro1 Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.
money was found. Ho confessed to 8.02
the theft upon being arrested and was
WOOL MARKET.
bound over to the grand jury in the
St, Louis, Mo., Dec. 14. Wool
sum of $500.
OFFICE; Gerneld Av., Nenr A., T. 4 S. F. Depot. Thoue No. 85.
steady; unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
FAIR WEATHER.
14. Atchison
Dec.
New
York,
Fair weatber tonight and Saturday 104
pfd, 102.
with colder temperature in south por1313-4- .
New York Central,
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Subscribe for the Dally New Mex!
tion was the forecast today of the
138
Southern Pa- can and get the news.
Pennsylvania
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
local prophet, The temperature at. 6
cific 95
and official compendium of value to
o'clock this morning was 22 degrees.
Union Pacific 185
pfd. 93.
every business man and officer and t
The lowest temperature during last
114
Copper
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
night was also 22 degrees. The maxi; pfd. 105.
Steel 48
Price $1 .50. Address the New Mexmum temperature yesterday was 4:1
LIVE STOCK.
ican
1 a.
Printing Company, Santa Fe.
at
the
minimum
while
m.,
degrees
Chicago, III., Doc. 14. Cattle retemperature was 2S degres at mid$4.10(0!
ceipts 3,500; weak, Beeves,
night. The mean temperature for the 7.25; cows and heifers, $1.65(5)5.15;
day was SO degrees with a relative hu- stockers
and feeders, $2.404.50;
? nn
midity of 07 per cent. Precipitation, Texans, $3.75 4. 60; Westerners, $3.90
niiiiTinnill
.01 of an inch.
UN. ML
5.75; calves, $68.50.
V
Sheep receipts 8,000; steady. Sheep,
Cor. Water St. and Oispar Ate.
TYPHOID EPIDEMIC IN
$3.755.70; lambs, $4.757.85.
NEW MEXICO, g
SANTA FE
EL PASO CAUSES TROUBLE
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 14. Cattle
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 14. There are receipts 3,000, including 200 SouthELECTRIC
LIGHTED.
sixty cases of typhoid fever here, un- erns; steady. Native steers, $3.90
der the care of the physicians and a 6.75; Southern steers, $2.905; SouthSTEAM HEATED.
1
number of cases undoubtedly have not ern cows, $23.25; native cows and
ALL MODERN CONVENIof
a
stockers
and
as
At
been reported
feeders,
yeL
hifers, $25.15;
meeting
ENCES FOR SICK
the medical association recently it $2.404.50; bulls, $2.504; calves,
1
was decided to call for the
PEOPLE.
$2.506.50; Western fed steers, $3.40
5.50; Western fed cows, $2.25(8)4.
of the board of health and invesSheep receipts 1,000; steady. Muttigate the cause of the fever. The
PRICES:
$16 to $50 per Week,
g
lambs, $6.50ifi7.75;
milk and water supply are to be tested tons, $4.506;
in Advance,
Invariably
Payment
ewes.
fed
5
for typhoid germs. It Is believed the range wethers, $4.ES0fl.75;
5
'
'
$4 S 5.40.
disease lurks in one or the other.

CAPITAL GOAL YARD.
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